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CHAPTEF I, GENEBAL INTRODUCTION

The study of the plasma state has always been accompanied by the eva-

luation of the validity criteria for the description of the plasma state by

an equilibrium model.

The more a plasma approaches equilibrium, the less parameters are needed

to describe radiation emission, absorption and transport coefficients. In the

case of complete thermodynamic equilibrium, a description in terms of one para-

meter, the temperature, is possible. In the other limit there is no equilibrium,

and detailed information about excitation, ionisation and radiation processes,

and the reverse processes is needed to describe the excitation state. Additionally,

information about momentum transfer cross-sections has to be supplied.

In order to use a certain equilibrium model, the limitations of thp modpl

with respect to the determination of plasma parameters, e.g. electron tem-

perature and density, have to be established.

As laboratory plasmas are almost never in Complete Thermodynamic Equili-

brium, the study of >he Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) model has become very

important. For many applications this model is used to determine plasma para-

meters. Directly connected with this, the study of the next model in the equi-

librium hierarchy, the Partial Local Thermal Equilibrium (PLTE) model has gained

importance, [cil.75, GRI64, VEN71]

One type of plasma that has received interest for its applications in in-

dustry and in applied physics is the high current, atmospheric pressure arc dis-

charge. The atmospheric pressure arc plasma is nowadays widely used in such

applications as plasma jet cutting, plasma spraying and plasma welding.[FAU79]
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Noble gas arc plasmas provide an adequate high temperature environment,

for the study of chemical reactions. Inductively heated arcs are currently

being used, e.g. in element analysis. [VEN71]

One line of study on arc plasmas is their possible application as abso-

lute intensity standards. The quality of importance in this case is the high

intensity that can be produced by high pressure arcs, Although most interest

is directed at the use of hydrogen as the arc gas, argon also has its merits,

specially because of the high emission intensity in the vacuum ultra violet

spectral region. [BRI77a, BRl77b, OTT75, OTT76, SAV78]

For all these applications, a good description of the plasma parameters

is very important. The applicability of the LTE model versus the PLTE model

becomes of special interest, as the arc plasma is usually close to, but not

already in, LTE.

In the past several criteria for the validity of LTE have been formu-

lated, and expressed in terms of ne, cf. [CIL75] . These criteria are obtained

from models which account for the effects of diffusion, excitation, ioni-

zation and recombination. For illustration we compare three of the widely

used criteria:

by Wilson et al. ; n > 6.1019 E | T^ m"3, [wiL62] da)

by Drawin : ne > 1.10
20 E 3 T^ nT3, [DRA69] db)

by Griem : n > 1.2.1022 E 3 T m"3 [GRI63] (lc)

where T is expressed in eV, and where E„ represents the excitation energy
e *

of the first excited level, also in eV. With typical values for an atmos-

pheric pressure argon arc plasma T = leV and E, = lOeV we obtain from

(1) as criteria for LTE respectively (argon): f



n > 5.1022 ro"3, n > IQ23 m"3 and n > 1025 ra"3,
e e e

These numbers demonstrate that the theoretically determined criteria for

LTE are strongly dependent upon the point of departure in the reasoning.

In addition^ it is obvious that the value of TQ is also important in the

establishment of W E . This calls for a detailed further evaluation with

emphasis on acquiring additional experimental data on the deviation from

LTE.

The experimental study of LTE, motivated by the reasons sketched above,

must thus be based °r. an accurate determination of T and nQ. Xn general,

the measured values of n ard T Q at a certain gas pressure are compared

with values n ___ that follow from calculations of the plasma composition

at that pressurei and temperature T assuming LTE. [CHA75, EDD73, UHL70]

A necessary condition is that no assumption of LTE is made in the deriva-

tion of the values of T and n from experimental quantities.

We have followed this approach, assuming that the argon plasma studied

has already reached a PLTE state in which the populations of all the energy

states of the argon neutral spectrum, with exception of the ground state,

are in thermal equilibrium with the electrons. This assumption will be

motivated in chapter 2.

The determination of the electron temperature then follows from measure-

ment of the ratio of the population densities of two excited levels of the

neutral-atom spectrum [LEC77, DRA73, PRE77]. The measurement tech-

nique involves the determination of the source function of a suitable emis-

sion line, i.e. the ratio of the emission - and the absorption coefficients

of the line. [DRA73]

Measurements of the temperature* in this way eliminates the need for a

transition probability value in the calculations. On the other hand only

sufficiently absorbed lines come into consideration for measurement. More-

over an absolute calibration of the line intensity is needed. _



The electron density fallows from the Saha relation, applied to the

measured population densities. In this case the total line intensity is

needed/ and also the relevant transition probability value.

We also use an mterferometrie method to determine n . In this case the

transition probability is not needed.

In our method; based on independent measurement of ne and T #

(n , T ) points are obtained for one pressure value. These points lie
e e PLTE

on a curve that does not coincide with the LTE relation for n and T ,

e e
(n i T )._,„. This s i t u a t i o n i s represanted in f ig . 1 .1 .e e LTE

"55
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Fig, 1.1

Sketch of the LTE relationship between the electron density and the

electron temperature and of the measured PLTE relationship.

Anticipating the results that will be described in chapter 5, this fi-

gure displays schematically our expectations of a situation that is farther

from LTE at the lower ng and Te values and approaches LTE for higher values

of n and T .
e e
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As will become clear later an important characteristic of the

source function method is that small errors in the determination of T give
G

such changes in the determination of the electron density» that tha conclu-

sion on the (n , T ) interdependence is hardly affected.

If we compare our method with established methods found in the literature

we note the following:

1, Some other methods require a more extensive variation of the con-

ditions of measurement. For example, for the method based an the deter-

mination of the norm temperature of a certain line (e.g. [BPB70]), the

maximum intensity of the line must be measured for several combina-

tions of temperature and pressure. Moreover, this method enables only

the check of validity of LTE in the neighbourhood of the norm tempera-

ture.

2. Another method, proposed by Richter [RIC71] is based on measurement of

the intensities of two lines from different iomzation stages. The com-

parison with LTE values is not unambiguous and an additional, separate

and accurate measurement of T is still needed.

Although the plasma equilibrium is usually investigated under stationary

conditions, in this thesis we also report on the study of the (n , T )

relation under time varying conditions. In these experiments the plasma

current is increased for a short period of time (about 0.5 ms) to a sub-

stantially higher value. The current-pulse duration is long enough, so

that significantly higher values of Tg and n can be attained, with the

same equipment.



A second result, obtained from the pulsed experiments,

is information concerning the mechanisms that determine the deviation

from LTE, Furthermore the rise and fall times associated with the

establishment of the new plasma state and subsequent decay to the

original state can be studied.[PIE78]

In the pulsed experiments we again use the source function method to de-

termine T . This is justified because the time constant associated with

the establishment of a PLTE population is much shorter than the rise-time

of the applied current pulse. The electron density is determined inter-

ferometrically,

In this thesis a theoretical model for the deviation from equilibrium

of the excited states of the plasma will be described in chapter II.

In chapter III an analysis of the measurement methods will be given. The

source function method will be described in detail, together with the appli

cation of this method in the pulsed experiments. The interferometric me-

thod will also be discussed. Chapter IV concerns the experimental set-up

and contains a description of the arrangements and of the optics, both

for the spectroscopie and the interferometric set-up. The data collection

and analysis are also treated..

A description of the current pulse system is also given.

Results of the stationary measurements are found m chapter V. In particular

the (ne, Te) relations will be dealt with in detail. The experimentally ob-

tained relationship is used for the determination of transport properties.

Special attention is dedicated to the consequences of using the (n , T )
e Q LiTE

relation in the determination of plasma parameters.

The first results of our pulsed experiments are given in chapter VI.

These results concern the behaviour of n and T under pulsed conditions

as functions of time.

The last chapter, chapter VII, contains conclusions that have resulted from

the present work.

6
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CHAPTER II, EQUILIBRIUM CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE ARGON NEUTRAL, SYSTEM

2.1 Introduction

The description of the density distribution among the excited states

of a plasma by the Partial Local Thermal Equilibrium (PLTE) model allows

for the introduction of deviations from Boltzmann statistics in the popu-

lation of the excited levels.

In the argon neutral system (Arl) at atmospheric pressure and at tempera-

tures of about leV, the ground level is usually overpopulated with res-

pect to the other levels. For lower values of the temperature, even the

excited states are not necessarily in equilibrium with the ground state

of the next ionization stage (Saha equilibrium). [EDD73, BIB73]

An elaborate study of the overpopulation of several excited levels of

the helium system has been published by Uhlenbusch et al. [UHL74], and in

this context helium has received by far the most attention of the noble-

gasses. This is not so surprising as one of the major causes of overpopu-

lation of the ground level, inward diffusion, is very pronounced in helium.

In argon it is usually assumed beforehand that the deviation from equili-

brium of the higher excited levels are negligible.[UHL70, LEC77, PRE78]

For a general approach to the problem of PLTE this assumption seems

justified. However, the non-equilibrium population of the excited levels

becomes an important factor when a more precise determination of the elec-

tron temperature from line intensity measurements is aimed at.

In this chapter we will use a collisional-radiative approach to determine

population densities of the levels of a simplified model of the Arl system.

Our aim is not to present an exhaustive description of all the contributing

processes, but rather to illustrate the influence of the more important pro-

cesses on the distribution of the population densities.
r



2,2 ft collisional radiative model and the validity of PLTE

We will consider the balance equation for particles in state q and we

use the convention N>r>p>q>l for denoting the considered excited levels.

The symbol N identifies the maximum level which needs to be considered;

x and p are symbols of levels to be summed up (see fig. 2.1).

The index i indicates summation over levels both above and below the

level q.

E,

ground level

Fig. 2.1 | |

Schematic representation of the distribution of excited levela in J,
the energy spectrum with the notations used in this section. I

The following balance equation results:

dn q-1 N (3j

dt " "e ^ j (npkpq"nqkqp> " r = q + 1
 (nqkqr~nrkrq ) " nqkq+ + "en+ +q

exc-deexc from below exc-deexc from above e lec t r . 3 particle
ioniza- recombin'a-
tion tion

V + *('q A(2) - \ "qVqP + Z , nrVrq ( 2 U
radiative re- spontaneous cascade ra-
combination emission diation

In table 2.1 the symbols are explained r



Table ê.l
Symbols used in equation (2.1),

n population density of state p

n ion ground level density

k electron excitation rate p->q

k + electron ionization rate from level q

k ' three particle recombination rate coefficient

k ~i radiative recombination rate coefficient

(2*
A ' trapping coefficient for recombination radiation

A transition probability for transitions from state q to state p

A trapping coefficient for line radiation of the line q-*D
qp

Radiation absorption is treated by the inclusion of trapping coefficients,

a local approximation,which is a valid description provided that the optical

depth is large enough. This is only marginally valid for the free-bound

radiation. We will return to the matter of the use of the local description

later in this section (cf. section 2.2.2).

Using the principle of detailed balancing, equation (2.1) can be reduced

to a simpler expression, which is especially valuable for situations close

to (P)LTE. We introduce the reduced density b , defined as:

(2.2)

where n . i s given by the Sana equation:
q,saha

2 .
"q.saha 9q

Here, g+ is the statistical weight of the ion ground level, g is the

statistical weight of excited level q, E is the energy of q (cf. fig. 2.1),



E is the ionization energy of the ftrl system (EQ =15.759eV) and AE .

is the reduction of the ionization energy, which accounts for the

influence of the surrounding particles on the discrete levels of the

atom near the ionization limit. AEQ1 is given by: [GRI63]

AE01 * V ^ V (2.4)
with

C&E s 2.95 10~ H lev m1'5 K°-5J (2.4a)

The rat io of n to n in (2.1) i s given by the Boltzmann equation

^f Jf ] (2.5)

With the Sana equation and using the notation (2.2) and the principle of

detailed balancing, we obtain for (2.1)

. ^ = n [ E (fc|-b )k .-k (b -1)1 + R
( 2'k ( 2 )

A<
2 )

nq,saha d t e i=l 4 q q l q + q q + + q + q

q-1 N
Z b A A + t b R A A

p = 1 q qp qp r = q + 1 r rq rq rq

where we have used the notations:

V Ö . ] and ( 2 7 )
nq,Saha ^q ^ ^ » . ] ' '

{21
both, R and H , are only functions of the electron temperature.

q+ rq

The functions R , and R are shown in fig. 2.2a-2.2d for the temperature
q+ pq

range of interest.

10



10 12 - W
TeteV]

la) tb)

(d)

Fig. fi. 2

The functions R and R (equations (2.7) and (2.8))for the considered

effective levels of the 4 level model shown as functions of the temperature.
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For the relative deviation from Sana, 6b = b -1, we obtain;

From this equation the non^equilibrium population of the different excited

levels can be calculated.
dn

Note that in (2.9) -^ is defined by

dn, 3n

ê S TT +

where w stands for the* diffusion velocity of particles in the state q.
-q

Equation (2.9) represents a set of coupled equations which have to be

solved simultaneously in order to obtain information about 6b (q=l, N)

Provided that data about cross-sections are available this solution can

be obtained from a straightforward numerical analysis. This lies outside

the scope of the present study and would be redundant for the high den-

sity plasma under consideration, which is at least close to equilibrium.

Therefore, we will choose another approach, considering only a limited

number of levels, and making some a priori approximations.

Our simplified model of the argon level scheme is shown in fig. 2.3.

Here we consider all the subleveIs of one group as e.g. 4s or 4p as one

effective level. This is justified because of a sufficiently strong

coupling between these sublevels. As typical example we can quote results

for the P - P. sublevels of the 4s group for laV:

n <ov > a 5.109 s-1 for n = 1022 m"3 and S.lffV1 for n = 1023 m"3.
e e exc e e

These rates are considerably larger than the transition probabilities.

12



15

ff
g
1 10

£-
(9*12) P(g=36)

-q=2;E.=.n.65eV

Fig. 2.3
Simplified diagram of the considered Arl excited levels
relation with our 4 level model.

If the rates for excitation from the sublevels of one group to the sub-

levels of the other group are not too much different, then it is justi-

fied to average over the sublevels, and consequently use the effective

level scheme described above. In appendix A, definitions and numerical

values for the effective energies, statistical weights and other relevant

quantities are given.

Now we will derive expressions for 6b,, Sb2 and £b^ assuming that 5b4 = 0.

Again the relevant rate coefficients/ trapping coefficients and transi-

tion probabilities can be found in appendix A.

In our derivation of Sb , we will assume that the population of the excited

levels (q>l) is mainly caused by (de)excitation and ionization, and ac-

cordingly diffusion effects will be neglectad. For the ground level this

assumption is not valid, and so we will treat 6b, separately.

13



2.2,2 ffggZ5^jljfcgtwn_o;f_ea;oited states (with exception of the

When diffusion is neglected in (2.9) we obtain for the stationary state:

N q-1 N

"e 1 = l i qi + R q+k +qA +q" p = 1 qp qp + r = q + 1
 + r rq\q rq

"eKq " Z AqpAqp
N P

where K 2 Z k . + k . (2.11a)
q <=i qi q+

With the aaaumption 6b. = 0» the following relation resvrtts between the

levels q=l, q=2 and q=3.

^ ^ ^ and

6b3 { « 1 K 3 1 2 * 3 2 [ ^ 5 3 2 4 3 4 3 3 a n d (2.13)

In (2.12) and (2.13) we have made the following simplifications;

A A_. « K,n This is correct by more than three orders

of magnitude for n > 1022 m"3

A* ' j A +3
 = * Only recombination radiation to the

ground state is partially trapped.

A3,= A43= 1 Line radiation is also not trapped.

For several of the 3-2 transitions the op-

tical depth may approach 1. So the value

fox A-2 will be slightly smaller than 1.

We note that the transition 3-1 is forbidden, so A3,A,j= 0.

From (2.12) and (2.13) ób„ and ft>3 can be expressed in 6bj*.

14



] K 3 + [ H 2 3 + ^

3 - 6b. + 2 S__S_ (2.14a)6 b = — -3 6b.
K 2 K 3 - k 3 2 Ï k 2 3 + y K2K3 " k32 tk23 + n j

and
k 2. + K -I.

k23k-H + k31K2 32ne e
6b,- ?2_ii 3 i 2„ 5b. -f * S _ _ (2.15)

K2K3 - k32 [ k23 + I] K2K3 - k32 [ k23 + X ]

where the notations

(2.16a)

(2.16b)

and 7 = B32A32 (2.16c)

have been used for the radiative contributions.

In table 2.2 we give typical values for the relevant collision cross-sections

and radiative contributions (we refer to fig. A.7 - A.9 and 2.3a - 2.3f for

more precise information).

So the following relations result from (2.14) - (2.16)

= -3.107s~1

and with y/n « k„, for n > 5.1020 in"3

k34 ~ k32 netk34 ' k32 )

. SAOI (2.14a)

34 ~ k32 ne t k34 ' k32 ) n
e

M 1 1 J J 1 1 + . « + 23 . 10-3 . 1 ^ (

2k34~k23 ^ U - W 6 15

IIr



Table 2.2
Numeriaal values of the functions of equation (2.14) - (2,1$)

for T„ = lev.e

Radiative contiibutions [s~ ] Collision cross sections [ m s" ]

*?.\ " 2 < 1 °

k
3 1

 = 2.10"16

k
3 4 = 4.10"13

H(2)k(2]
R 2+k+2

R32A32

R21A21

'M
R43A43

A

- 2.

= 2.

« 8,

s 3,

= 8,

= 4.

6

107

1 0
5

105

106

!07

16



From these equations it appears that non-equilibrium of the levels

q=2 (4s group) and q=3 (4p group) are caused mainly by the competition

between overpopulation due to collisional (de)excitation and underpo-

pulation due to radiative losses.

For the parameter range of interest (S. 1022<n <2 lQ^nr3) underpopuU-

tion of level q=2 is only to be expected for high values of Tg and ng,

where 6b^ will be small (near-LTE situation). In all other situations

of interest) fib will remain positive» and level q=2 will be slightly

overpopulated. This overpopulation is very small, a few parts in a tnou-

sand, and is of negligible influence on our measurements.

The level q=3 (4p group) is underpopulated) mainly due to the strong

radiative decay to the slightly overpopulated level q=2.

We conclude that, indeed, PLTE is justified provided that <5b. re-

mains small enough. A second conclusion is that a slight underestimation

of the temperature will result from our measurements (see chapter 3) if

we neglect the non-equilibrium of the levels with q»2 and q=3.

2.2.2

In this case, diffusion cannot be neglected. For the stationary

state, We obtain from (2.9) and (2.10), for the 4-level model:

(21 (21 (91 div(n.w-)
[ R it * + 1

 A +1 + R21A21A21+ R41A41A41" ^l i t + 1 +1 R21A21A21+ R41A41A41" n T ^ 1 / n e K l {2A1)

l,saha

He will discuss the radiative terms and the diffusion term consecutively.

From the numerical values in table A.2 and figure 2.3 we see that for

A21 A41
•-. <0.1 and ;* <0.1, the recombination radiation term is the dominant

A + l A
+ l

17



term of the radiative contributions. The trapping coefficient for re-

combination radiation will appear to be in the range 0.2-0.6. Since the

trapping coefficient for resonance lines are of the order of 10~ -10"

we can neglect the contribution of resonance lines with respect to that

of the recombination radiation.

For our conditions the calculation of the reabsorption of recombi-

nation radiation to the ground stats imposes a serious problem. The opti-

cal depth RR is of the order of one, so that absorption should be taken

into account. On the other, hand 1<R is not large enough» and so a local

approximation by a trapping coefficient is even not sufficient.

To cope with this problem we will use a calculation by Hermann [HER68]

who analysed a 5 mm Ar arc at atmospheric pressure. Under the assumption

of M E , and neglecting the effect of continuum radiation with wavelength

above the free-bound edge, he obtained the results which are shown in

fig. A,5. (cf. appendix A ) .

Aa can be observed from this figure, the radiation loss from the

plasma at the axis is slightly reduced as expected. There we can use

the local approximation with the values from Hermann for A !. In the

outer layers of the plasma radiation which is generated closer to the

plasma axis is reabsorbed. There even photo iomzation may be larger

than the local recombination and so a negative value of R k A :

would result. As will appear in chapter V, diffusion is far more im-

portant in the outer regions, so that we do not expect serious conse-

quences from this reabsorption effect and we can use the local approxi-

mation throughout the plasma.

For the temperature range of interest, A , -varies between 0.2 and 0.6.

In figure 2.4 the magnitude of the three radiative terms of (2.17) is

shown as a function of temperature. Here we have used Hermann's values

18
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The_dif f usion_term_in_ _(2. 17)_:

We will express the contribution of diffusion to <5bj in terms of n and

T by «sing the relations

"Ve

where w is the diffusion velocity of the electrons, w is the ambipolar

velocityf p and P̂  are the partial pressures of electrons and ions and

0. the ambipolar diffusion coefficient, is given by [DEV65]:

3kT
2. h-r-n EmV1] (2.19)D a 20

Here m. is the heavy particle mass, and ft ^ is a first approximation

to the ion-atom collision integral, which can be calculated from:

I

n ^ J ' . 2.84 IQ"17 TJ' 3 6 L«a s-lj (2.20)

We will assume that T " T in our plasma. This assumption is justified

for the majority of conditions that have been investigated, as in most

cases the electrical field strength is quite lowf and the electron-ion-

atom collision frequencies are relatively high. In addition experimental

determination of T -Tj by Gurevich et al. [GUR63] have demonstrated that

Tji T for T > 7500K.

As a typical result of their measurements we recall:

T -T.s 12QK for T = 7500K at atmospheric pressure.
Si 6

So T, in (2.20) and (2.19) can be replaced by T , and we obtain for D

.18 CG"»
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Evaluation of the teem div(n.w.) is only possible when radial profiles

of ne(r), ttjtr), PQM and Te(r) are available. We will postpone such

calculations to chapter 5 where results of the radial profile measurement

will be discussed. Here we will suffice with an estimation of the order

of magnitude of the contributions to 6b. for a 40A arc, where the effect

of diffusion is expected to be the largest.

We will assume LTE-equilibriura, and we will anticipate the results of

chapter 5 by using the measured values of T (r=0.4R), and of the tempera-

ture and density gradients ,at r=0.4R, where the diffusion velocity appears

to be maximal. We find: - V»n,w, =* 700 s-1 for the diffusion term in

12.17) and RJJ* k{2+[ AJ^-'sOO .-», R ^ A ^ A ^ * 50 s"
1 and R41A41A41 - Bs"*

for the different contributions due to radiative transitions.

With n __, K. = 2300 s"1 we obtain from this estimation: 6b = 0.46 ||
e f lixa 1 1 |^

Our measurements at this current yield $blm - 0.77 which is larger than the j

calculated value of 6b, by a factor 1.7.

If instead, the PLTE value of ng was used in n K., we would have obtained

Ki - 1800 s and fib, = 0.59 and the ratio 6b, /6b, = 1.3.

So, indeed W Q obtain a deviation from the equilibrium population of the

ground level. The influence of diffusion is about 2.5 times the influence

of the recombination radiation at a radial position where the diffusion

is maximum. This influence will become smaller for larger values of the

current as the radial profiles will become flatter. Also on the axis of

the discharge this influence is smaller.

We will discuss the overpopulation of 6b,, 6b, and 6b. later in chapter 5

where some more detailed calculations from the measured profiles will be

given.
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CHAPTERJII, PRZWglP&gg qF_mASVBEMENT

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we describe the plasma diagnostic methods that wore

used to obtain information about the plasma parameters.

In our measurements we determine the source function [DRA73] of a transi-

tion in the argon neutral spectrum to obtain information about the elec-

tron temperature in the plasma, z __ _- - --_-__ ~-~__ __ -_.

The considered transitions are optically thick, i.e. K (X) •£>!,/but not

to such extent that the methods proposed by Drawin in [DRA73] (which are

mainly intended for resonance lines with < (,\)'l»l) can be used.

Here we determine the source function directly by measuring the emission

and absorption coefficients of the considered transitions.

Our method resembles the one used by Bober and Tankin [BOB70] in their

investigation of equilibrium of an argon plasma by measurement of the

transition probability of an atom line at various pressures.

An important difference is that we observe the plasma end-on, instead of

side-on as in their experiments! eliminating the need for Abel inversion

of the measured profiles (which introduces inaccuracies in the measured

radial profiles).

Prom the source function the electron temperature is calculated, and from

the total line intensity together with the obtained value of the electron

temperature, the electron density is determined.

Here the assumption of Partial Local Thermal Equilibrium is needed.

These methods are described in section 3.2
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We also describe an interferometric method for an independent

determination of the electron density.

Interferometric methods have the advantage of being independent of an

assumption of (p)LTE.

Several methods for the determination of the electron density by inter-

ferometry have been described in the literature [BAU75, BAK69].

The method of Baum et al.[BAU75] is based on an interferometer of the

Mach-Zehnder type with a HeNe laser as the light source. Their measure-

ments were performed side-ron, yielding radial profiles for the electron

density( but again after Abel-inversion.

We used an interferometer of the coupled-cavity type as described by

Ashby and Jephcott [ASH63] and used by Bakeyev [BAK69].

The advantage of this type of interferometer is the possibility for per-

forming end-on measurements, and in addition in our case the possibility

of probing the same plasma volume as with the spectroscopie set-up.

The interferometric set-up is described in section 3.3.
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3.2 Spectroscopie methods

3,2,1 The equation of vaMative_tr^fer

The cascade ace plasma can be considered a cylindrically symmetric

radiator of radius R and length I. The symmetry axis is taken as the z-

direction. we will make the following assumptions:

1. The plasma is homogeneous in the z-direction, i.e. E^,K(A), T Q and

n are only functions of the radial coordinate r.

2. There is no emission and absorption of radiation by the plasma,

outside the region 0<r<R and Q<z<£,

The plasma is observed end-on (parallel to the z-axis)* as sketched in

fig. 3.1.

z * I z = 0

p.asma

Fig. 3.1
Illustration of the geometry for the derivation o f equations (2.2)
and (3.3)

We consider the I dimensional equation of radiative transfer.

The spectral intensity passing through a volume element between z and

z+dz, at radial position r, increases due to the spectral emission

(e^(r)dz) and decreases due to the spectral absorption (K(A)J. (r,z)dz).

The change of I. (r,z) as a function of z is given by:
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Ix(r,z) (3.1)
3z " V ' '•WWi' "X

Integration of equation (3.1) over the length of the cilinder (Oszsi)

with the boundary condition J.(r,0) = 0, yields:

e,(r)
(3.2)

With an additional radiative flux of spectral intensity 2. in the direction
A

of the plasma at z=0 (cf. fig. 3.1), the boundary condition at z-0 becomes

I. (r,Q) = J .and from (3.1)-results;
A _ _ A _ _ ~ ~ ~~

(3,3)

Note that the emission and absorption coefficients in equations (3.1) -

(3.3) are a combination of line (L) and continuum (C) contributions:,

e, => e. . + e. _ and (3.4a)
A X,L X,C

» KT(X) + K..(X) v '

Consequently, also the intensities contain line and continuum contributions

(cf. appendix B).

3,2.2 Evaluation of the source function

The ratio Z^/K{\) is generally known [DRA73] as the source function,

which we will denote by the symbol S. . Under equilibrium conditions S.

is equal to the spectral intensity of a blackbody radiator, and follows

from Kirchoff's law: *

S, =
2hc2

X5

dote: In this section we mill assume that the refractive index of the

plasma is equal to one,
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For a situation in which PLTE with T = T g holds, the temperature T xn

equation (3.5) is equal to the electron temperature Tg. We will use this

equation to obtain values for T from intensity measurements.

First we will describe the evaluation of S^, and in section 3.2.3 the de-

termination of T e will be delt with.

From (3.2) follows

l-exp(-K(A,r) l\

We observe that measurement of

(3.6)

alone is not sufficient to determine

S, (r) . We need an additional measurement of the absorption coefficient
A.

K(\,r). To this end the following method is used (please refer to fig. 3.2),

j plasma j ^

window window chopper hollow
mi rror

Fig. 3.2

Principle of measurement for the determination of the source function.

Note that the light paths have been separated exagerately for clearness.

In reality they coincide.

The plasma in fig. 3.2 is observed end-on. The position of the concave

spherical mirror is such that the observed plasma cilinder is imaged

onto itself. With the chopper we can create each of the two conditions:

1. With the chopper closed no intensity is radiated towards the plasma.

2. When the chopper is open a well-known intensity is radiated towards

the plasma.
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Taking into account the finite transroissivity T, and T, of the end windows

of the plasma vessel, and the finite reflectivity R of the hollow mirror,

we obtain (cf. equations (3.2), (3,3) and figure 3.2):

Chopper closed;

IX(il(r) « Tj^lr.l) . (3,7)

Chopper opened:

J,-,(r) = 1 , ,(r) • U + i2R exp(-*(A,r)Z)] , (3.8)

A,4 A, 1

with T a T2>

Here we have used the fact that the same spectral intensity is radiated

at each end of the plasma, which is in accordance with our assumption of

homogeneity (in the z-direction).

Before being able to solve equations (3.7) and (3.8) for I AT, I) and

ic(X,r), which is our aim as we want to calculate S,(r) using equation
A

(3.6), values for T, and T2R must be supplied.

Both quantities are functions of the wavelength, and their value may

change with time.

Determination of t, is straightforward: during the calibration procedure

(cf. section 4.2 and 3.2) the window can simply be placed in the light path..

The calibration factor will then include the value of T..

2
For T R the following procedure can be used:

Defining the quantity v by

(3.9)

JA,1

We obtain from (3.8)

= T 2R exp(-KtA)-J) (3.10)
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In the continuum ic(X)= K^{\) + K C U ) = K (X) and from (3.10)

VA,C a T (3.10a)

Usually K C ( X ) Ï is small, and is negligible at low values of the current

(K25A? 5 mm diameter arc). In the limit to low current must hold:

Urn v,,c = t K

The change of v with current is shown in figure 3,3

(3.10b)

o 0 S mm are, A = 48S.0 ran

• 0 5 mm ara, \ = 700.0 ran

A 0 8 mm aro, X = 727.7 rm

L 0 8 mm ara, X = 697,9 ran

50 100 150 200 250

Fig, 3,3

The quantity i>̂  c (equation 3,10a) as a fxmation of the ara current and

for two valuea of the wavelength.

In this figure some results for two different arcs($5 mm and $8 mm) are

collected. For each arc vx Q is shown for two different values of the

wavelength. Usually these wavelength values are taken in the vicinity of

spectral lines that will subsequently be investigated. The expected be-

haviour is evident, while in addition the dependence of T 2R on X is also

apparent. For the $8mm arc quartz windows were used and so a higher value

of x2R is obtained.

Note, that from this figure also values of <cl can be obtained (after the

extrapolation to low currents which gives T 2 R 1 .
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3.2,2,1 Aaampaay of the determination of the sowoe function

The accuracy of the obtained values of S^ is determined by:

1. The accuracy of the absolute calibration of the spectral intensity.

The influence of the absolute calibration on S^ is straightforward

(equation (3.6)): As^/S^ =, AQ/C; AC/C is the relative error in the

calibration factor. We will return to this source of error in

section 3.2.3, where its influence on the measured plasma parameters

will be discussed in mora detail.

2. The accuracy with which x R and -^(r) can be determined.

To obtain an estimate of AS./S, in this case we will write S. m

terms of I. , and I. „, using (3.6) and (3.Ü)J
A $ I A i c

4 x
s *ü {3#1U

(2
(We have set i.53!» b u t this is of no influence on the conclusions).

From (3.U) we obtain for the relative error in S :

I\ AT J A / A /

_ J2
S -

y f -1-!] —L + -1
AS _ J2 2 ^1 *2 (3.12)

- I
(T+l) Y-- 1

1

2
Here we have used the notation T = T R, and dropped the subscript A

for convenience.

In figure 3.4 the relative error in S. is plotted versus the parameter

a = (T+D-I,//, for the following conditions:

T = T2R = 0.6, AJJ/IJ = ^2^2 = 2* a n d AT/a' " 2 % (curve A), 5%(curve B)

(The calibration error has not been included here).

As expected, the uncertainty in S. increases for r./J2 •*

Also the influence of the accuracy of T on S^ is apparent.

Note that we have used a worst-case estimate for the uncertainty in

the relative intensity measurements. In practice the relative error in
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0.2 O.It 0.6 0.8

Fig. 3.4

Dependenoe of the relative error in the eourae funation on
22

\ 2 *'ie conditions.'

AT*R/fr R) = 2% (auwe A) and S% (curve B)

I\ 1 (or *, ) remains below 0.5» especially when line intensities are

measured.

In our measurements, the source function is determined in a wavelength

interval in the argon spectrum that includes a spectral line and its ad-

jacent continuum. The scanning is performed by an automatically control-

led monochromator. and the signals are measured with a photomultiplier

as will be described in chapter 4.

Each time the monochromator is positioned at a different wavelength value.

The intensities j x ^ and i"x 2 are measured after the chopper (cf. fig.

3.2) has been closed or opened. Then the monochromator is positioned at

the next wavelength value. In this way the wavelength, interval is scanned

in a large number of equally spaced wavelength steps, and complete inten-

sity profiles for I, 1 and JT. 2
 a e a obtained, in section 4.2 this

procedure is described in more detail.

Figure 3.5 shows a typical scan of the profiles of i^ 1# 1^^ and in

addition a reference signal that is included in the measurements and

from which the apparatus profile of the monochromator can be obtained.
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Fig. 3.5

Scan of the profiles of

0 8 mm argon aro, I = 80A, \Q = 696.S ran

The seaming in this figure ia from right to left (696.0 nm •* 697.1 ran)

jt I. „ and the reference signal.

As this additional line is produced by a low pressure, low current argon

arc discharge (low values of the electron density) the line width of the

measured profile can be used as the apparatus profile of the monochromator.

Furthermore as the line profiles from the low pressure discharge are not

shifted (again due to the low value of the electron density) they can be

used as wavelength references for the lines from the atmospheric pressure

arc discharge.

The measuring set-up or 1 techniques are described in chapter 4.
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The shape of the measured intensity profiles of J^ ^ and T^ 2 which

we shall denote by J. . and J. _, is determined by:

1. The profile of <L(X).

The line profile of K. (X) is determined by the combined effect of

Stark and Doppler broadening in the plasma [GRI64, SOB72].

The Doppler contribution (Gaussian shapeI to the total profile width

is small compared with the contribution due to the Stark effect (Lo-

rentzian shape). At A= 700 nm and T =» leV: Soppier Width " 8,1O~3 nm

and Stark width = 5.10"2 nm. The line profile of K(X) is a Voigt pro-

file with a small value of the ratio Gaussian width/Lorentzian width.

Note: we will not neglect the contribution of the Doppler broadening

in the derivation of the plasma parameters (next section).

2. Self-absorption

Because the line absorption is larger at the line center than in

the line-wings, the line profile of J, , and J, „ is different from

that of K(X). This is expressed by the factor i-exp(-<(Al Z.1 in equations

(3.2) and (3.8).

3. Convolution with the apparatus profile of the monochromator.

(Apparatus width - 2.10~znm depending on the setting of the entrance

and exit slits of the monochromator). This broadening effect is constant

during a measurement, but becomes an important contribution to profiles

that are measured at low values of the arc current.

Measurement of the line-profiles of 1^ j and 1^ 2 allow us to determine

besides S. (and thus T ), also other plasma parameters, e.g. the elec-
A e

tron density.
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The accuracy in the determination of the plasma parameters is not only

improved because of the better statistics (more values), but also be-

cause :

X. The a priori knowledge of the shape of the KT (A)profile, which must

be a Voigt profile. As the parameters that determine the Voigt shape

follow directly from the plasma parameters, additional criteria for the

latter can be formulated.

2
2. The accuracy in the determination of x R can be improved with th

he!p of the relation S ^ = S ^ ( S ^ Q 5 *KQ/*QW and S ^ - e ^ ^ t t ) •

This relation is valid in PME throughout the profile of the observed line,

provided that the considered wavelength interval is not too largo; cf. equa-

tion (3,5). In our measurements the wavelength range was about 4 nro, so

this assumption is valid.

S can be determined with a higher precision than S-. r In the continuum
A f L A i ̂  *

I, = E. 'I as K „ U ) * £ is negligible in (3.2), and so the continuum ab-
A ,C A t C l-

sorption can be obtained from K_(A) = S, •£, _. This value of K_(X) can
u A f i i A f C C

be inserted directly in (3.10a) to obtain T'R without extrapolation.

S. 2,3 Determination of the plasma parameters

The plasma parameters of interest are evaluated as follows.

The electron temperature, T , is obtained from equation (3.5):

T = B i (3.13)

with B - T £ and a =Ak
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- The electron density, n , follows from <hM after integration over the

considered wavelength interval.

With equation (b3b) from appendix B, the lower level density, n^,

of the considered transition can be determined, and with the assumption

of PLTE n is obtained from equation (2.3).

- The density of ground state atoms n. is determined from the pressure

- relation

p = (2ne+nj)kTe (3.14)

As we also want to determine 6bj (cf. chapter 2) we need the Saha value

of the neutral density n. . This value follows directly from equa-

tion (2.3) with the experimental value of n_ and T .
e e

3.2.3.1 Approximation procedures for the plasma parameters

In all these calculations the influence of the apparatus profile has

to be accounted for.

We have used a numerical procedure in which values of the relevant plasma

parameters were approximated iteratively in such a way that intensity dis-

tributions T, and I were obtained that would fit to the measured in-
A $ X A / &

tensity distributions J.. . and X „.
A f 1 A r £t

In the numerical procedure theoretical representations for J, and I.
A , 1 A , 2

are obtained as follows:

First an approximation for K(\)'Z is calculated. From trial values of T

and n e the parameters that determine K (X) • Z- are derived:
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1, The Lorentzian component of the profile width of K (X) follows from

n together with an approximation for the Stark parameter.

2, The Gaussian component to K (X) is the Doppler width, which can be

calculated with T . -- - ~

e
3. The line center is a parameter in the procedure,

4. The area of «_ (X) follows from equation (b3b), where n. is calculated
I4 1

from n , using the Saha relation (2.3) (with q=l). "" ~~

5.- - K„(X)Ï is obtained from equation (b5) with the trial values of Tg

and n and an approximation for 5-, . The ksi-factor for free-free
e * ID

emission, which is almost constant is taken from litterature [VEN71]

The line profile of KT (X)Z is a Voigt function which can be calculated

from the real part of the complex error function [ABR64], with the algo-

rithm developed by Gautschi [GAU70].

Afterwards the continuum contribution to tc(X)Z. is added.

With K(X)£ and the value of T 1 /, and I", _ follow from equation (3.5) ,
e A, 1 A, £

(3.2) and (3.8).

Now an approximation for the measured profiles is obtained from:

I. = 1 * A(X) (3.15a)
A. 1 X A § X

h,2 = JX,2 * A(X) (3-15b)

with the definition of convolution;

CO

f*a = ƒ f (X')a(X-XMdX1 (3.16)
—00

The convolution integral was calculated from a Gauss-Hermite approxima-

tion for the integral in (3.16):
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+» n 2
ƒ h(x)dx = l W i e

Xi g(xi) " (3.17)
•"<» i = l

The abcissa's £ x. and the weight factors w± e*
1 can be found in [SAL52].

We used the approximation with n=9.

The fit to the measured profiles was performed with a least-squares rr.ini-

malisation procedure [EIL75] in which the Marquardt algorithm was used

[MAR63].

In this procedure the calculated intensity distributions"-", .ana - ,
^ * —f , i ____ it

are compared with the measured distributions I.m, and Ï. , for each wavs-

length valuei and the function:

n - - m 2 n - - m 2>j

is minimized.

Figure 3.6 shows the structure of the numerical procedure. In figure

3.7 an example of the result of a fit to the measured profiles is shown

while in fig. 3.8 the residuals at the end of the minimalisation process

have been plotted as a function of wavelength. These residuals give an

impression of the quality of the approximation.

3.2.3.2 Accuracy of the plasma parameters

An important factor determing the accuracy with which the various

parameters are evaluated is the absolute calibration of the measured in-

tensity.

For the intensity calibration we used a tungsten ribbon lamp (Philips model

T234 type W2KGV221). This lamp was calibrated at the University of Utrecht

against a blackbody radiator. At a current setting of I = 12.736A the

emissivity of this lamp can be found from the tables given by De Vos [VOS53]

for a strip temperature of 2600K. The relative accuracy of the calibration

procedure is about 3*. 35
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INPUT

MEASURED INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTIONS.

FIRST APPRO»IHATION
FOR THE MRAHtTSRS

HEASURED APPARATUS

PROFILE

AIM __

PARAMETERS
1. STARK WIDTH
2. LINE CENTER
3. FREE-BOUND K5I-FACTOR
<l. ELECTRON TEMPERATURE —
5. DENS ITV OF THE LOWER

LEVEL OF THE CONSIOERtO
TRANSITION

6. TÏR

T OOPPLER WIDTH I

CALCULATION OF!
«(1) (CF, SECTION 3.2)
;, , USING EQUATION (3.7)
I ' U5INO EOUATION (3.8)

CALCULATION OF IHPROVED
APPROXIMATION FOR THE

PARAMETERS

Fig. 3.6
Flow-chart of the numerical method for the approximation procedure.

I'
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Fig. 3.7

Example of a result of the fitting procedure for an argon neutral

line from a 0 S m atmospheric argon ara \Q=69e.S rm, 1=180A, ara axis.
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i

Fig. 3.8
Residuals of the fit shewn in fig. S. 7
These residuals are defined by 100x(7^ - f"

and 100x(J -7" T"-7" )/T" respectively,
i' i* i*
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An error in the calibration factor leads to errors in

1. The source function

2. The temperature

3. The density of the excited states

4. The electron density

ad_l: The relative error in the source function is equal to the relative

error in the calibration factor.

ad^2s The relative error in the temperature follows from (3.13).

With T e = T e Q + AT and S^ = sQ + As we obtain after linearization:

Te0
T )

(3 .19)

where g(TeQ) xs given by:

eO B

and B = hc/Xk = 2.18 1OU [K] at \ = 696.5 nm.

The function g(TeQ) is shown in fig. 3.9 for \ = 696.5 nm.

eO'

(3.20)

0.<t0
11 12 13 I1» 15

electron temperature [10 K]

Hg. 3.9

The function g(TQQi showing the influence of the relative evvov in
s^ on the determination of T

QQ g
on the determination of T .

6
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With AS/S =• Ac/C = 3% (the calibration error), the error in the tempe-

rature is about 2%. -

Another source of error in the determination of the temperature is a ~

possible overpopulation of the lower excited state.

As was shown theoretically in chapter 2, this error amounts to a few

tenths of a procent and we will accordingly neglect it.

ad 3: The error in the excited level density is caused by three effects:

the calibration error, the uncertainty in the arc length and the uncer-

tainty in the value of the transition probability. We estimate

33_f.: T h e error in the determination of the electron density is dominated

by two effects:

a. The error in n
1

b. The error in T , which influences the determination of n through

the factor T1-5[exp -(E -E.-AE )/kT ] in the Saha equation (cf. (2.3)).

We obtain for the total error in n ,
6

An AT An,
_?-= (2 + -X-) -?• + — t (3.21)
"e 4 2Te0 Te0 \

where Y = (E ^ - EQ.)/k « 4.78 ÏO*
1 K for a 4p-4s transition.

The error in n determined in this way amounts to about 10% and is

shown in fig. 3.10 as a function of T .

Additionally it can be remarked that the functional relationship between

ün /n and AT /T is such that the variation in the values of An /n as a
e e e e e e

function of Te has practically the same slope as the ne(T ) relation. This

is an important conclusion to which we shall return in chapter 5.
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11 12 13 I*» 15

electron temperature [10 K]

Fig. 2.10

Belative error in n as a function of T

3.2.4 Determination of T from relative measurements of S,.
-____—__———k?--—---__-._-—____________-•.____ A

In the pulsed experiment that will be described in chapter 6, the

spectral intensities I. , and I, . are measured as a function of time for
A# 1 A|4

one wavelength value in the line profile.

For these measurements the full spectral profiles of T, (t) and I. (t)
A, 1 A fZ

are not available, and so we could not use the procedure described in

section 3.2.3 to determine the plasma parameters.

A measurement under stationary conditions usually precedes the pulsed

measurements, so a departing value of S,(t_) and accordingly of T (t.) is
A u e 0

available (t=tQ is the moment of pulse application).
From J (t) and J (t),S (t) can be calculated from the equations (3.6)

Ail A # — A

(3.7) and (3.8). The temperature rat io

equation (3.5):

tatS

k
(V

i s obtained from

(3.22)

w +1]

!l

The temperature Te(t) is determined from equation (3.22) as follows:

From the measured values of I. ,(t) and J, ,(t) we derive the ratio
A | 1 A i _

S ( O / S ^ - Q ) . From the known value of Te(tQ) and equation (3.22) follows

S. (t) and using equation (3.22) again, we obtain T (t). 4*
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3,3 Interferoaetrlc methods

Interferometric methods of measurement are based on the determination

of changes in the index of refraction of a plasma. The change of the

plasma refractive index is given by:

6(y -1) =• 2im (X)fin, + [2im (\) - ÜI2/2<U2] fin (3.23)

where y is' the plasma index of refraction, o (X) is the polarizibility
r , A

of the atoms, a (X) that,of the ions m is the plasma frequency and

In equation (3.23) we have assumed quasi-neutrality, i.e. 6n =6n , and

we have neglected the contribution of the excited states to the refrac-

tive index. This is in accordance with the findings of Baum et al. [BAU75].

The output of the interferometer due to changes in n and n, is propor-

tional to 6(ur~l) by the relation (Z is the plasma length):

6(u -D*^r (3-24
r A

Where A(X) is the so-called fringe shift in the interferometer signal.

The fringe shift is measured. Note that twice the plasma length has

been introduced in this equation. This is a consequence of the set-up

used, which will be discussed in section 3.5.2.

We want to deduce &n from (3.24), from measurements of the fringe shift

A(X). However fi [\x -1) depends on both fin. and fin . By measuring the

change of u -1 for two values of the wavelength X. and X_, we obtain 2

equations for <5n and 5n.. These are solved to yield:
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6„ = _ i i 1 ? _ (3.25a)
U2

2U -f IA|.»2,

X,A(X.) - X.AUJ
«n, = r-1 ^T~ - M" (3.26a)

1 A« A* ©

In these equations the following notations have been used;

A=aT(X)/a-(X) is the ratio of the ion polarizability to that of the
I A _

atoms. We have taken values for o. and a from Ferfers [FER79],

a =1.03 10-30 m3 and a.=l,642 1O"30 m3.

B=a (X,)/c( (\,)=>1.01 for X1=0.6328um (red) and X2=3.3912um (infrared).

(AX.P65, FER79, NIC79].

X. and X_ are the two laser wavelengths of the HeNe laser (cf. section

3.3.2).
With u2/uz=4.46 10"20«X2 m3, (3.25a) and (3.26a) yield:

P

6ne = [-3.404 1020 A(X2) + 0.628 1O20 ta^l/l (5.25b)

[-0.558 10 2 2 A(X_) + 3.099 1022 AtXjJl/l (5.26b)

In these equations A(A.) and A(X-) are the fringe shifts for the red and

infrared laser wavelengths.

We will use these equations to determine 6n and 6n. from measurement of

the fringe shifts A with the set-up which will be described briefly in

the next section.
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3.3.2 Pri:n£^le_of operation of the interferometer

The interferometer used is of the coupled cavity type (cf, [ASH63]).

The basic set-up Is shown in figure (3,11).

<̂ T • (y laser \A *— (]—\
ctor V / Vdetector

Jens hollow
mirror

Fig. 3.1I_ ' __i__i -
Basic get-up of the coupled cavity laser interferometer.

The optical cavity of the laser corresponds to the reference arm of a

conventional interferometer.

The laser beam passes through the plasma twice, before and after being

reflected by the spherical mirror.

Due to changes in the plasma refractive index the beam arrives at the laser

with different phase, and this causes interference in the laser cavity

[KIN63], The resulting modulation in the laser amplitude (fringes) can be

used to determine the change of refractive index.

The variation in the refractive index can be produced in different ways.

a. To obtain values of n in the stationary state, the arc is short-

circuited. The resulting fringes, due to the decay of n , are coun-

ted during a period of time that is long enough for the electrons to

decay to negligible values. The resulting change 6ne<t-x») yields the

value of n at the moment that the arc was short-circuited.

b. Application of a current pulse to the arc, which also causes a change

of 6(p -1) due to the subsequent changes of the particle densities.
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vjj We note here that generally fin can be determined from (3.25) with more

•"-' precision than 6nj (from (3,26)).

*7-! In the afterglow measurements (after shortcircuiting of the arc) usually

i

n decays 1'aster than n,, and so a stationary value of <5n„ is obtained
' G X 6

j in the measuring interval, - - - - -

j

H This is not so for Sn., which increases much slower. Increasing the

, period of measurement is not always successfull, because then mechanical

vibrations of the set-up are also measured.

i' In addition, the number of fringes is usually much larger for the infra-

* j red wavelength (X„=3.3912 m) than for the red one (X =0.6328ym) as""""

j , u2/iD2>>a or a and X|>>\2.

Typically A(A2> = 5A(A.) and from (5.25b) and (5.26b) it is apparent

:> that the error in Sn^ is more sensitive for errors in the fringe-count

\$ than 6n ,
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CHAPTER-

4.1 Introduction

- Ir, this chapter the different arrangements used for the experiments

in this thesis are briefly described. <

The chapter consists of three sections in which the spectroscopie set-

up (4.2), the interferometrie set-up (4.3) and the apparatus (4.4) are

described.

In each section the experimental arrangements for the stationary and

for the pulsed measurements are shortly discussed.

Also the data collection and analysis is described for the different

situations.

4,2 The spectroscopie set-up

We have used the methods described in section 3.2 for the measure-

ment of T in two different situations:

i n w h i c h t h e Plasma current is kept constant

during the whole measurement procedure.

I, . and I. _ are determined in a number of equally spaced wavelenqth
A, 1 A, & - -. _ _ *

intervals in the line profile. In this way the information contained

in the line can be used fully and, in addition, a check can be made

on the assumption of constancy of S over the line profile and its

A

adjacent continuum.

2. Pulsed measurements.

In these measurements the current through the arc is pulsed from a

certain stationary value to a substantially higher value. At these
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conditions the time development of the intensities I .(t) and

J _ (t) are measured for several wavelength positions in the line
ft»*

profile.

Knowing the temperature before the application of the current pulse,

it is possible to follow the temperature evolution during the pulse

(section 3,2,4). In this way additional information can be obtained

about the dynamic processes that determine the equilibrium state of

the plasma (cf, chapter 6). -z.--_- -_-_:__

4.2.1

Figure 4,1 is a schematic representation of the spectroscopie set-up.

(next page).

Table 4.1 explains the notations used in this figure.

Table 4.

BM

CHI, 2,

CL

Dl, D2

F

LI, L2,

M

PM

PBM

RM

1

3

L3, L4

Back mirror (spherical; R=0.5m)

Computer controlled choppers

Calibration lamp

Pmholes

Filter

Lenses

Plane mirror

Photomultiplier

Partially reflecting mirror

Rotatable mirror f
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RADIAL
SCANNING

PRM

LPD: low pressure,
low current,
argon arc discharge
for wavelength calibration Aj
and apparatus profile
measurement

LPD

chopper

- X' o t o ; / n o
L2 T L3 f F Ik

' CH2 , . CH3

MONO

«HROMATOR

T
TO KEITHLEY

ELECTROMETER

(b)
delay

circuit

trigger

delay 1 t r a n s ; e n t recorder

delay
pulse generator

Fig. 4.1
Diagram of the spectroscopie set-up

a. Set-up used for the stationary measurements

b. Extension of the set-up during pulsed measurements.

The additional chopper is placed in position A.
\
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Radial scanning of the plasma is possible by moving the entire arc in a

direction perpendicular to the optical axis (keeping the axis of the plasma

parallel with the optical axis).

Next we will consider the different parts of this set-up.

4.2.1.1 The optiaal system

The arc plasma is observed end-on through the telecentnc optical

system formed by the lens LI which is positioned at a distance of twice

its focal length from the center of the plasma.

At the other side of this lens two pinholes are placed: Dl in the focal

point of the lens and D2 at twice the focal length. The remainder of the

optical arrangement images the arc on the entrance slit of the monochro-

mator.

The diameter of pinhole Dl and the focal length of LI determine the accep-

tance angle of the optical system. In most cases this angle was limited

to less than 1 mrad.

The diameter of D2 determines the diameter of the cylindrical region

of the plasma that is observed. This diameter has to be chosen small

compared to the plasma diameter. For 5-8 mm diameter arcs we have taken

0.4 mm pinholes for both 01 and D2.

By these values of the pinhole diameter the observed beam of light is

diffraction limitted. The pinholes pass a beam consisting of one trans-

versal mode with a waistlength L = 0.02 m. (cf. section 4.3).
w

The spherical mirror behind the arc makes it possible, in combination

with the chopper CHI, to measure 1^ 1 and 1^ alternatively (cf. section III

3.2). It is placed at a distance of 0.50 m behind the arc and images the
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center of the arc b«ick onto itself. As the arc length is not negligible,

the arc and its image do not coincide exactly.

We used ray tracing matrix methods [GER75] to estimate the influence of

the non-ideal imaging. Me obtain a mismatch between the ideal and the ac-

tual radial position in the plasma column (after reflection by BM) of less

than 5%, for a plasma length of 0.1 m.

The image of the arc on pinhole Dl is a circular spot with a diameter

which depends on the axial position in the arc.

For I. . the imaging is such that the spot diameter is smaller than the
A»l

pinhole diameter for all axial positions.

For I-, ,. the spot diameter is larger than the pinhole diameter, for those

parts of the arc at distances (to Dl) greater than the distance from the

arc center to the pinhole. |

This results in an additional attenuation of the intensity of I. ,. This
A» *

effect is accounted for in our measurements as it can be included in the

factor T2R (cf. equation 3.8).

Selffocussing of the reflected beam has been investigated with the

approach given by Kleen et al. [KLM69] assuming a parabolic profile

for the radial density profiles. For the conditions of our measure-

ment this effect is negligible.

The remainder of the optical system forms an image of the plasma on the

entrance slit of the monochromator (a Jarrell-Ass 1 meter double mono-

chromator of the Czerny-Turner type).

Part of the light path consists of a parallel beam in which a partially

transparent mirror (PRM in fig. 4.1) has been placed. This allows the

inclusion of an additional profile from a low pressure argon discharge u.

[NIE79]. We used this additional profile to obtain 1. an independent mea- "

surement of the apparatus profile (the broadening of these profiles is

negligible) 2. a wavelength reference for the measured profiles from the

investigated arc.
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4,2.2.2 Data collection

Depending on the measurement conditions (stationary or pulsed), the

electrical signal from the photoroultiplier is processed in two ways:

1 * itStionary^measurements:

The current from the photomultiplier (type EM19698QB/S20) is measured

by a Keithley 602 solid state electrometer in the configuration of fig.

4.2.a. The output signal from the amperemeter is then converted to a

pulse train by an analog to frequency converter. The frequency is pro-

portional to the amplitude of the measured signal. (Voltage range 0-3V;

frequency range O^SOOkHa). The pulse train is fed to a micro-processor

(M6800) controlled gate with programmable gate time (usually set to 0.1 secj

photo
multiplier

To emitter follower

analog
frequency
converter

gate
0.1 s

16 bits
counter

Keithley
electrometer
type 602 monochr.

+ chopper
settings

M computer
motorola
M6800

W I T T » rpLLOWI»

(a) arc posi-
tioning for

radial
scanning

I
•4-tf

mini com-
puter
POP 11/20

Y
terminal

hiaii n comp.
B7700

emitter
follower

(b)

mini com-
puter
POP 11/23

laser
detector
signals

Fig. 4.2

FlcM-ahart of the data collection

a. Spectroscopie measurements

h. Pulsed measurements and interferometry.

J
transient
recorders v computer

PDP 11/03

CRT
terminal

digital
plotter
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The pulses which arrive during the gate-time, are counted and the

accumulated number is stored.

The measurement sequence is sketched in fig. 4.3. (Next page).

Each signal (reference signal, I. and I. „) is measured a predeter-
A, 1 A, £.

mined number of tines. Then a mean value is calculated and stored

in an appropriate memory location. The monochromator is set to the

next wavelength setting» and a new sequence is measured. After

scanning the complete line, first the collected data are displayed

on a local plotter, then they are sent to a DEC PDP 11/20 computer

for storage, and later they are sent to the central computer system

(Burroughs E77OO) for data analysis.

After measurement of a line under different conditions (e.g. diffe-

rent values of the current) an absolute calibration is made (cf.

section 3.2.2).

2. Pulsed measurements

For the pulsed measurements the spectroscopie set-up is extended with

an additional chopper and timing circuit as shown in fig. 4.1.b.

The diameter of pinholes Dl and D2 has to be increased to 1 mm to

pass sufficient photons in the pulsed state. The data collection is

performed by a circuit that is schematically represented in figure 4.2.b.

The photomulitplier signal is fed to a cascaded emitter-follower with

an impedance transformation ratio of lOOkfi to 50R, so a current amplifi-

cation factor of 4.101* is achieved, at a time-constant of about O.IJJS.

The signals are then measured by a transient recorder, which admits signals

with a peak-to-peak value of 512mV.

The digitizer is triggered by the chopper. About lOOus later the pulse gene-

rator is triggered by the delayed trigger of the chopper, initiating the

current pulse. As the chopper frequency is adjusted in such a way that the

light path is closed, before the sampling cycle ends, also the zero light
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Keithley
signal

wavelength scan

analog to frequency
converter

JUUUUUUIJUUUUUUUUL

. JUULJUUUUUL

gate

start stop

time

C START IS "N
AT POSITION 1
' •'"'•>! J

FOR THE REFERENCE SIGNAL

CLEAR BUfFEB
SET n

SENS TRIG.
TO CHOPPER
1, 2 OR 1

1
WAIT D.I SEC.

1
1

START THE
COUNTER

T
START
RIGGER

1
«AIT O.I SEC.

1
1

STOP THE
COUNTER

ANALOG FREQ
CONVERTER

COUNTER
It BITS

1
ADD THE NUH-
BCR OF PULSES
TO BUFFER NUMBER

IN

OF

PREPARE OATA
FOR DISPLAV

AND STORACE ON
PDP 11/20

VALUE .
BUFFER/H

STORE VALUE
IN NEMORV

00 NEXT MEASUREHENT BE-
FORE TAKING THE MEAN

TAKE THE BEAN

Fig. 4.3

Measuring sequence and first step in the data collection procedure,

for stationary measurements.
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level is obtained. After receiving a trigger signal, the transient re-

corder samples the signal for 1024 time-intervals of a preselected du-

ration (from 50ns per sample to 5ws per sample). The signal is then digi-

tized and stored in a buffer memory. This buffer can be displayed on an

oscilloscope, and eventually stored in the main memory of an online

PDP 11/03 microcomputer. With the PDP U/Q3 computer, the results of a

certain number of shots can be averaged and afterwards sent to a larger

computer for storage. An example of the digitized, time varying intensi-

ty of the 696.5nm Arl line (at X=696,6nm and apparatus profile width of

about Q.04nm) is shown in fig. 4.4,

Fig. 4.4

Picture of the digitized intensity variation for the pulsed measure-

ments. Note that also the light level corresponding to the stationary

situation and the zero light level are shown.

Vert.scale: relative units; hor.scale: 204.8 \is/div (1024 samples;

S us/sample).

Argon arc; 0 8mm; stationary arc current: 80A; 1 bar; \0 = 696.6 nm;

arc axis.

Before a pulsed measurement, a stationary measurement is done at the

same current setting. In this way an indirect calibration of the time

dependent intensities is obtained (cf. section 3.2.4).

All datasets are processed on the central computer system.
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4.3 Interferometric set-up

The theory of the change in the plasma refractive index caused by den-

sity changes in the plasma has been briefly described in section 3.3.

In this section we will use the mentioned principle for the determination of

density variations in a decaying and in a pulsed plasma. First the prin-

ciples of operation of our interferoraatric set-up will be described, and

then the data collection and reduction will be discussed.

4.3,1 Experimental arrangements

The experimental set-up is shown in figure 4.5

The abbreviations used are explained in the following table, table 4.2.

BM

DTI

DT2

F2

- T PLASMA \-

BC 12 F1

\

Fig. 4.5

Diagram of the interferometria set-up.

The tao laserbeams probe the same plasma volumes as in the spectroscopie

set-up.

Also the same spherical mirror is used and in the same position as in

the spectroscopie set-up.
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Table 4.2

BC Bean combiner; reflecting on the front side for X = 0.6328ym

transparent from the rear for X = 3.3912ym

BM Back mirror (hollow; R = 0.250um)

Fl Blocking filter for X < 3.3912um

F2, F3 Una filters Q.6328um

F4 Gray filter

H , L2 Quartz lenses (fj = 0,5 m f2 = 0.45 ml

DTI, DT2 Pin diodes (Dj: EG&G SGD 100A and D2= Wacker JD 12.)

M Plane mirrors

RL He Ne laser X = Q.6328yro (Spectra Physics)

IRL He Ne laser X » 0.6328ym and X » 3.3912pm (this laser was deve-

loped and built, in cooperation with the laser Metrology group

of the department of Mechanical Engineering of. this univer- '

sity).

By carefull alignment of the interferometric set-up in conjunction with the

spectroscopie set-up nearly the same cylindrical part of the plasma column

was observed in both experiments.

Due to the fact that the laser beam waists are functions of wavelength and

position i each beam is a compromise between the minimum waist diameter w.

and the divergence X/TTWQ of the beam.

We calculated the minimum beam waist for each wavelength using the forma-

lism of Kogelnik and Li [KOG66] for the description of gaussian beams.

First the volume that a beam of minimum waist w. occupies in the plasma of

length I is calculated from:

V(X,L,Z) = if ƒ w2(z) dz - \th {1+Z2/3L2} (4.1)
-hl W
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where the position dependent waist w(z) is given by

w2 {i+(8/I^)}, (4.2)

and the waistlength Lw by

The minimum waist has been positioned at the center of the arc and the

integration is over the arc length.. ~

For a given plasma length I the volume V is minimized with respect to L
W

by setting ~— = 0. The following relation between L and I results:
w

For v w n We 9et

V n = Ï /3 U 2 (4"5)

This is a relation for obtaining a beam of minimum volume in a plasma of

given length, when the waist is positioned at the center of the plasma.

From equation (4.2) it follows that the variation of the waist of the

infrared laser beam is more pronounced than that of the red laser beam.

So we •minimize the infrared laser beam volume. For a plasma length

I = 80mm we obtain from (4.4) for the waist length at minimum volume:

L (X=3.3912um) a 23 mm (4.6)

or equivalently

w (X~3.3912ym) = 0.16 mm (4.6a)
o
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Next the minimum volume for the red laser beam is set equal to

V . (*-3.3912 m) and we obtain
min

L (A=Q.6328um) = 247 mm

and wQ(X=0.6328 m) » 0.22

(4,7)

(4,7.a)

We recall that the beam waist for the spectroscopie measurement is about

0.25 mm (with a waist length of about 200 mm at \=>700 nm).

The beam profiles are shown in figure 4.6 for the red and infrared laser

beams, and for the spectroscopie measurement.'

0.3

0.2

0.1

* 1 1

1 1 1

3 1 >

— - ^ \

1 t i

-30 -20 -10 0 10 20 30

ARC CENTER

z (mm)

Fig. 4.6

Beam waists in the plasma.

1. Infrared lasevbeam (\ = 3.3912 vm)

2. Red laserbeam (\ = 0.6328 \m)

3. Speatrosoapy•

Note that as the waist lengths are relatively long for the red laser beam

and in the spectroscopie measurements, the characteristic hyperbolic pro-

file is not pronounced for these beams. Ï
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In interferometers of the feed-back type usually the reflected laserbeam

™ is made to coincide with the incoming beam to avoid exagerated losses.

This is only possible when the wavefront at the spherical mirror has the

same radius of curvature as the mirror. In addition, this condition should

be fulfilled for both the red and the infrared wavelengths.

As the radius of curvature of a gaussian wavefront is given by [KOG66]:

R(z) = z{l+(Lw/z;)2} (4.8)

Deviations from the ideal situation result from our choice of waistlengths

as R(z = 50Q mm;X=0.6328pm) = 620 mm and R(z=5QQ mm; X=3.3912um) -.501 mm.

The radius of curvature of the spherical mirror is R • 500 mm.

For the red laser beam the mismatch is approximately 25%. However, as the

waistlength of this beam is long, a small shift of the position of the waist

in the plasma, does not affect the beam profile in the arc. A shift of

about 50 mm proved to be sufficient for optimizing the interference signal,

and match the radius of curvature of the beam to that of the mirror. This

was done during the alignment procedure.

4,3.8 Data aolleotion

'"' We used the interferometric set-up in the determination of particle

J density changes in the two situations of interest:, (1) stationary deter-

mination of ne and n^ in the afterglow following arc interruption, and

'•'• (2) changes of n and n, during the application of a current pulse to the

' | plasma.

(

. 1. Afterglowjueasurement

; For these measurements, the arc current is short-circuited with a fast

1 switching device, with the set-up described in section 4.4.
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Subsequently particle densities and temperatures will decay to values

corresponding to the room-temperature situation. The changes in ne

and n. that accompany this decay then produce the fringe shifts that

are detected and counted.

Figure 4.7 shows typical interferograms that result after interrup-

tion of the arc current. Part a of this figure is the resultant inter-

ferogram for the red laser line >i=0.63ura, and part b is the result for

the infrared line X=3.38um.

(b)

Fig. 4.7

Example of oscilloscope traces of the fringe patterns in the afterglou

following ahort-aircuiting of the arc.

Argon arc; 0 8mm; DC current: 6SA; 1 bar.

Vert, scale: relative units.

Hor. scale: (a) red laser line (\ - 0.6328 m): ZOO vs/div

(b) infrared laser line (\ = 3.3912 vm): 100 vs/div

In the measurements the interferograms are recorded for longer

periods of time than follow from these figures. Even then n.

does not reach a saturation value. For n the time interval

of measurement is sufficient.

Recording the interferigrams for still longer periods of time

not always results in an improved situation, because then

mechanical vibrations of the set-up interfere with the experiment.
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2, Pulsed measurements

The density variations are produced by a current pulse as will be dis-

cussed in section 4.4. As the amplitude of the applied current is quite

high, the increase and decrease of the infrared fringes during the pulse

is very fast. The 1024 samples that can be obtained of the interferogram

are not enough to describe the interferometric signals completely,

for this situation usually three transient recorders are connected in

"cascade" according to the scheme presented in figure 4.8.

Here we have used a feature of the transient recorders that allows the

recorders to trigger one another, e.g. TR2 is triggered by TR1 204.8ys

(= 1024x0.2ps) and TR3 is triggered by TR2 409.6ns (= 204.8us + 1024 x 0.2us)

after initiation of the current pulse (cf. fig. 4.8).

So the total interferogram is sampled for 921.6|is, with increasing sampling

rates in different portions of the waveform (cf. fig. 4.8a).

trigger
signal

From DT2

TR1

0.2us/sample
1021» samples

in out

in

TRANSIENT RECORDERS

TR2

0.2us/sample
1024 samples

in out

n

0
1

in

n

TR3

.5us/sample
024 samples

trigger

signal

500ps
* *\

LXJ.
TR1 / TR3

TR2

(a)

Fig. 4.8

Timing sequence and connection of the 3 transient recorders for pulsed
measurement of the infrared intevferograms.

(a) Timing with respeat to the current pulse.
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4.4 Apparatus and technical set-up

4.4.1 Apparatus

The plasma is produced in a cascade arc as sketched in figure 4.9.

The arc channel is formed by the central bore of a series of copper plates

(cf. fig. 4.10). Each plate contains an interval channel system through

which a cooling liquid (in our case water) can flow,- the plates are

isolated electrically from one another by means of appropriate silicone

rings. The plate thickness is 1,6 mm, the interspacing between the plates

is about 0.2 mm.

By means of the water-collectors the plates are pressed together, allowing

the coolant to flow from plate to plate without leaking into the arc channel.

A reservoir and a circulating pump complete the cooling system. Typical

flow-rate is 200 1/min at a water pressure of 10 bar.

The watercollectors also contain the 8 electrodes. Each electrode,

consisting of a hollow copper shaft and a tungsten tip, is individually

cooled. The diameter of the electrodes for high current values is about

8 mm. For lower values of the current the cathode tip diameter was re-

duced to 6 mm. The electrodes are positioned, along the arc circumfe-

rence, 4 on each side of the arc channel, in such a way that the plasma

can be observed end-on.

The arc current is supplied by a current regulated power supply; either

a "Diode" 750V/100A or a "Smit" 250V/300A can be connected to the elec-

trode assembly. A stabilizing resistor is placed in series with the arc.

This resistor dissipates around 40% of the total power supplied to the

electrical circuit. For good stability, a value of 3Ï1 proved to be

sufficient in the case of the "Diode" power supply, while with the "Smit"

supply a value of 0.16ft was used (because of the lower supply voltage).

In order to provide a means for short-circuiting and pulsed operation,

several extensions have been added to the basic set-up.
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ELECTRODE C»x) ELECTRODE (l»x)

WATER FLOW WATER FLOW

WINDOW

ARGON FLOW

WATER FLOW WATER FLOW
WATER COLLECTOR

PLASMA CHANNEL

WINDOW

scale ̂ 1 :

SECTION AA' PLASMA CHANNEL

WATER CHANNEL (8x)

WATER FLOW

WATER CHANNEL
scale 1:1

PLASMA CHANNEL

Fig. 4.9 and 4.10
Overall view of the aasaade ara and of one of the aasaade ara plates.
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4.4.S Controlled short-cirauiting of the ara

By short-circuiting the arc the electron and neutral densities can

be changed from the stationary value to a value corresponding to zero

current conditions.

Short-circuiting of the arc current can be accomplished by switching a

Silicon Controlled Rectifier (thyristor) , that is connected in parallel

with the electrodes, to the conducting state f

The arc current can be switched off in a time of less than lvia,

c-sfrespond1 ng to the on-state transition time of the thynstor ("Brown

Boveri"} type CS110) used. Diodes are placed in series with the switch-

off thyristor to prevent current oscillations in the circuit.

4.4.3 Current pulsing

Pulsed operation of the arc is achieved with a high current, fast

rising pulser built in our group, after the design of Pearce et al.

[PEA67].

Fig. 4.11 is a schematic representation of the current pulser. Referring

to this figure, the operating principle of the pulser can be described

as follows:

Capacity Cj (1360viF) is charged through R, to a voltage Vj (Vlmax
 = 700V,

typically 500V). The start pulse switches on thyristor SCR1, initiating

the main current pulse. The rise-time of the pulse is short: typically less

than 2|js. The maximum voltage at the output is V. volts. This level de-

cays with a time constant equal to the product of the load impedance plus

.in and the capacitance of Cj. This is typically 2.5 ms. After a preselected

time delay, the stop pulse is applied to the circuit, switching on thy-

ristors SCR2 and SCR3 at the same time. SCR2 connects a lower impedance
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in parallel with the load, decreasing the time-constant of the circuit

by a factor of 5, At the same time SCR3 discharges C_, which is loaded

to a value -V.(through R?) across c^.

By applying the voltage of. C„ to the circuit, thyristar SCFU, a fast

turn-off type, is switched off abruptly, terminating the pulse with a

short fall-tune (<3us) , The advantage of this circuit is that full profit

is taken of the fast turn on time of most thyristors, and additionally,

by choosing the pulse length not too large (max. 5Q0us) the duty cycle

is reduced, as C, does not become discharged completely each time, A

major draw-back of this circuit is that it is in fact a "constant" voltage

circuit, and so to a certain extent the pulse current depends on the load

impedance (for small loads), Accordingly the pulse current applied to the

arc depends on the dynamic impedance of the arc.

!l

SCR1

POWER SUPPLY

PULSE OUT

START TRIGGER

STOP TRIGGER

COMMON

Fig. 4.11

Simplified eleatriaal circuit diagram of the current pulse generator

for illustration of the principle of operation*

Cy 1360\iF/900V

C : *J S000\iF/90OV

SCR 1, 2 and 3: BBC CS38-12ip

RJJ R„ load-ing resistors

r
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The current pulse is supplied to the arc through diodes. An additional

feature of these diodes is that they protect the current pulser with res-

pect to the DC power supply. On the other hand the series inductance m

the circuit (distributed and lumped; 100 mil) and parallel capacitors

(SOOOfjF) protect the arc power supply from the current spikes,

-V
'Fig.'4.IS
Biae-time (a) and overall shape
(b) of the auvvent pulae
with a Rogowskii ooil. (400
turns; 0 O,Simt wipe; winding
35x2 mm^s ooil diameter 70mm;
core: teflon; around the coco
plates.
Vert.scale: 2SA/div
Hov.scale ; (a) lus/div

(b) lOOvs/div

(b)

Figure 4.12 is an example of an oscilloscope trace, which shows the

overall shape of the current pulse.

Part a of this figure shows the rise-time of the pulse, and in part b the com-

plete pulse xs shown. The droop in the signal which is caused by the slow dis-

charging of C., and which amounts to about 12%, can also be seen. This means that

after each pulse, C^ has only lost about 12% of its charge.

For a pulse-width of 500ps, a pulse repetition frequency of 10 Hz can

be attained. If the pulse-width is decreased, then a maximum repetition

frequency of about 100 Hz can be attained.
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CHAPTER V EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF THE STATIONARY MEASUREMENTS

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present results obtained with the experimental

methods and arrangements described in the chapters 3 and 4.

First the results of the measurements of the electron temperature and

density are given and compared with the corresponding tTE values (sec-

- -_ - -
tion 5.2). - _ — — - — - » - . _ - . . "

The overpopulation of the ground state density is derived from the mea-

surements and compared with the results of the simplified 4 level model

of chapter 2 (section 5.2.2.).

From the obtained results, values for the total excitation-ionization

rate coefficient (section 5.2.3) and the electrical and thermal conduc-

tivities (section 5.2.5) are derived and compared with the literature.

The influence of diffusion is treated separetely in section 5.2.1 and in

section 5.2.4 the time constants for diffusion and radiative recombi-

nation are compared.

In section 5.3 the results for the electron density obtained with the

source function method are compared with results obtained with the inter-

ferometric methods.
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5.2 Results for the electron temperature and density

The electron temperature and electron density were measured at atmospheric

pressure, in arcs of different diameters (5 mm and 8 mm) and of different lengths

Using the procedure described in section 4.2 the absorption and emission profiles

of several lines of the 4p-4s group of the argon neutral spectrum were Measured.

The relevant parameters of these lines are given in table 5.1 [WIE69].

Table 5,1 Parameters of the measured transitions

Inm) r 7 -1
t r a n s i t i o n A[10 sec 1 g g E FeVl

u 1 e1 J

1 0 1

4s[ jr 1 -4p'[ jf 1 6.7 3 5 13.328

2 3 3 13.328

4.72 1 3 13.480

2.74 5 5 13.173

1.96 3 1 13.284

A0

696,5

727.3

750.4

763.5

794,8

3 0
4s[ 2-] -4

4sl J ] -4

4s[ f ]°-4p[ | ]

4s[ J ]°-4p[ | ]

Ej[ev]

11.549

11.624

11.828

11.549

11.724

.,•

16.

12 -

0

1

•

5mm

bar

•

argon

i i

*

696.5 727.3 75O."t 763.5 79l».8

line wavelength (nm)

Electron temperature values as determined from various transitions of

the 4s-4p groups.
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Under assumption of PLTE we determined the temperature Tg from the source

function. Pig. 5.1 shows values of T found from measurements at the dif-

ferent wavelengths, for several values of the arc current (5 mm diameter arc).

The values of T obtained in this way coincide within about 2% which is within

the experimental error. We conclude from these measurements that further

investigations of T can be carried on using the results of measurements at _ ..

one wavelength. In this chapter we report on results based mainly on measure-

ments at 696.5 nm.

: Figure 5,2 shows measured radial profiles of Te<

12

10

9
l

— - * *

l i

5ran
bar

1

argon

>200A

N SOA

S <iOA
1 1

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

r/R

Fig. 5.2

Radial dependence of the electron temperature for 4 values of the ara

current.

The temperature profiles are given for different values of the current.

We used these profiles in our estimates of the effect of diffusion and to

obtain values for the electrical and thermal conductivities. We will return

to these calculations later in this chapter.
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From the total line intensity, values of n can be calculated using the

assumption of PLTE (cf. section 3.2).

For each measurement we obtain thus pairs of values of n and T . The n (T )

relation is shown in fig. 5,3

In»"3]

I 10° -

1 1

argon
1 bar

LTE

PLTE

i • '

•

•

i 1 1
10 11 13 14 15

T [103K]

16

Fig. 5.3

The relation between the eleotron temperature and eleotron density in

an atmoapheria argon arc plasma.

PLTE : values of n and T determined experimentally under the assump-

tion of Partial Local Thermal Equilibrium.

LTE : Values of n& and Tg from LTE calculations of the plasma compoaition.

0 : results of measurements with a 5 mm diameter ara.

1 : results from a 8 mm diameter ara.

A : o result obtained in a 4 mm diameter arc of the University of

Kiel (BRD).

In this figure measurements are shown for 5 mm and 8 mm diameter argon arcs

at atmospheric pressure. Also drawn in the figure is the n (T > relationship,

that results from LTE calculations. The different values of T in the figure

were obtained from the experiment by
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1. variation of the arc current. From I=40A to I=220A for the 5 mm diameter

arc and from I=25A to I=100A for the 8 mm arc;

2. Performing measurements at different values of the arc radius.

Note that at higher values of ne<
T
e>»

 the measured curve approaches the LTE

curve; at lower value of n (T ) the discrepancy becomes larger, as expected.

Also shown in the figure is a value obtained from a measurement on a 4 mm

diameter atmospheric pressure argon arc. This measurement was performed by

a research group at the University of Kiel (BRD).

The data analysis was done with the numerical methods that are described

in section (3,2.3).~ = --— — - — - — -"-- -_r-__-

Referring to the discussion on the errors in the determination of n

(cf. section 3,2.3.2) we show in fig. 5.4 the variation of Ane/ne as a

function of T ,

[103K]

Fig. S.4

Variation of An /n along the measured n (T ) relation; for an uncertainty

in T equal to 255.

As is evident, the variations in n due to the method used, are nearly

parallel to the n (T ) relationship. This means that small errors intro-

duced in the determination of n from the source function method will
e 71
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hardly influence our comparisons between the experimentally determined

ne'Te' rel*>tionship and the LTE relationship as these errors in the n

measurements propagate almost along the experimental n (T ) curve.

fis described in section (3.2.3) also the neutral density can be deter-

mined with the source function method. Values of n, (rg), n, 'T

and also n. (T ) are shown in figure 5.5.
I tsana e

15 16

-» Te [JOJK]

Fig. 5.5

The density of the neutral ground level as a function of the electron tem-

perature.

PLTE : measured relationship; assumption of PLTE

LTE : LTE calculation of w

Saha : Values from the Sana equation (2.3) with experimental values of

n and T .
e e

Note that we have compared the experimental values for n. (T ) with:
l.PLTE e

1. Values of n1>LTE(Te) obtained from LTE calculations of the plasma

components. This is the value for the ground state density in LTE

at atmospheric pressure.

2. Values of nlrSana<Te> which are calculated from equation (2.3) by

inserting the experimentally obtained values of n and T in this

equation and solving for n..



Prom the comparison between n, _.__(T ) and n, , (T ) it can be deduced
x f riiib e l^sana e

that the neutral ground level is overpopulated with respect to the Saha

value. The corresponding values of 6b, = n, „T__/n, , -1 can be com-
x ifPXjXfe i f sana

pared with the results from our simplified 4 level model of the Arl spec-

trum of chapter 2.

To this end, first we will discuss the rediative and diffusive effects

that contribute to 5b j in some more detail.

5.2.1 Thejinfliienaeof diffusion

From the measured radial profiles of T and n , it is possible

to estimate the influence of the diffusion term in equation (2,17).

In the figures 5.6a and 5.6b the radial dependence of n (r) and n.(r)

are shown.

10

0.2 0.1« 0.6 0.8

(a)

Fig. S.6

Radial dependenae of

r/R (a) The eleatron density and

(b) The neutral density

Parameter is the arc current.

Argon; 1 bar; 0 Smn ara.

0.2 O.k 0.6 0.8

»P = r/R

(b)
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From equation (2,19a) and these profiles (and the profiles of T (r) in

figure 5.2), the radial dependence of the ambipolar diffusion coefficient

can be obtained. Profiles of D(r) are shown in fig. 5.7.

0.2 Q.It 0.6 0.8

» p = r/R

Fig. 5.7

Radial profiles of the ambipolav diffusion coefficient
Argcn; 1 bar; 0 5mm are.

From these profiles the radial dependences of p and of n.w. are cal-

culated (cf. equation 2.8) after fitting appropriate bi-quadratic pro-

files (of the form: X(p)/X(0) = l + X ^ + X ^ 4 ; p = r/R and for X the

»
plasma paramter is introduced) to the relevant quantities. The fitting

is done by a least-squares approximation process.

These profiles are then differentiated to yield values for the diffusion

term, -
s a h a

in (2.17). The radial dependence of the dif-

tusLon term is shown in figure 5.8.
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0.2 0.1» 0.6 0.8

fc p a r/R

0.2 0.1) 0.6 0.8

r/R

Fig*. S.8

The diffusion term of equation (S.17) as a function of the

ara radius.

Argon; 1 bar; 0 5mm ara

5.2.2 Comparison o£ thejneasured overpopulation £oatgr_Sb.

with the predictions

In figure 5.9 the overpopulation of the neutral ground level ob-

tained from the comparison between n, __ and n, . i s plotted as
l.PLTE l,saha r

a function of M e temperature. These measured values of 6b. will be

denoted by 6'. '.

In this figure we also show the corresponding aalaulatea values, fib,,

(as function of the temperature) which follow from our simplified 4

level model of chapter 2.

In figure 5.10 the radiative contributions to fib. are shown (cf. equa-

tion (2.17)). The diffusion term in (2.17) has already been given in

figure 5.8.

\l
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1.0

diff
Tad"

12 13 I1» 15 16

Fig. 5.9

Measured overpopulation &b"\ (ê) of the neutral ground level as a

function of the electron temperature.

Also shown in this figure:
The calculated values of 'fib- using the simplified 4 level model of

chapter 2 and

The ratio of the diffusive to the radiative (diff/rad) contributions

to 6br»Result8 of Sober and Tonkin [BOB70]

Argon; 1 bar; 0 5mm ara.

ne,PLTEK1

(2) (2) (2)
V k A

Fig. t>. 10

The different radiative terms that contribute to fib,, plotted as a
ƒ'^nation of the electron temperature (of. equation 2.17).

f
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The relative influence of diffusion compared to that of radiation is

also shown in fig. 5,9.

For increasing values of the temperature the influence of diffusion

decreases, at least on the axis, as the radial profiles become flatter.

In figure 5,11 the radial dependence of fib"? is shown for two values of

the plasma current; 40A and 2QQA. In these figures also the calculated

radial profiles of fib, are shown.

4b, (p)

1.0

0.5

argon

modelv

/

1-40A.

S I-200A

0.2 O.k 0.6 0.8

» P = r/R

Fig. S.ll

Comparison of the experimentally determined radial dependenae of Sb"!

with the calculated dependenae of &b~ for two values of the ara

current.

Argon; 1 bar; 0 5mm arc.

As expected the Sb^ profile is flatter at the highest current. The values

of fibj calculated with the model with diffusion and radiation prove to

account reasonably for the processes that determine the establishment of
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at least this overpopulation near the arc axis. Further towards the

wall the agreement is less. At low currents our model underestimates

the overpopulation, while at the higher currents an overestimation of

Sb. results close to the wall, In both cases for the largest part of

the arc cross-section the agreement between the model and the experi-

ment is reasonable, although it seems that at low currents additional

effects influence fib .

For comparison, 2 values obtained by Bober and Tankin [BOB70] have also

been inserted in figure 5.9. .The agreement with our measurements is good

although also these values seem to indicate that fib, is underestimated

by our model.

The results for <5b„ and 6b confirm the conclusions of section 2.2.1,

i.e. 6b, = 10~ and <5b = -3 10~4 at T = leV, so 6b2 and $b^ are

negligible.

5,2.3 TheimtptaL excitation and ionization rate aoeffiaient for the

neutral ground level

From the measured values of 5b,, n ,6b. , and the calculated
1 e 1,sana

diffusion flux (cf. figures 5.9, 5.3, 5.5 and 5.8 respectively) the total

excitation and ionization rate coefficient can be determined from

equation (2.17) (section 2.1.2).

Neglecting the contributions from resonance radiation in (2.17) (cf. figure

5.10) we obtain for K

(21 (2) (2) div(n w )
Kl = tRl? kiï Al? " n — l/ne 6bl t»3""1] (5.1)

1,saha
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Results for Kj

the PLTE relation between n g and T^ has been used and also the A

values from Hermann's calculations (cf. figure A.5 in appendix A),

are shown in figure 5.12. In the derivation of K

<2)

Fig. S.12

Measured total excitation and ionisation cross-section for the neutral

ground state as a function of the eleatron temperature.

Also shown is the theoretical relation K (T ) from appendix A, fig. A. 7.

Also shown in this figure is the theoretical relation between K and T
1 e

following Pots [POT79]. Here we have used the theoretical values divided

by a factor 2.5 in accordance with the discussion on the rate coefficients

of appendix A.

As can be seen the measured values are somewhat larger than the theoretical

ones, even if the uncertainty in the measurments is taken into account.

The important fact, however, is the agreement between threshold behaviour

of the experimentally determined values of K and the theoretical values.
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Although the accuracy in the determination of Kj can be improved (e.g. by

better values of

from a, relatively simple experiment.

, we have demonstrated here that K1 can be determined

5.2.4 Tvne^aonsta^it8^£qv_diffU8ion and for radiative recombination

The influence of diffusion can also be compared to that of radiative

recombination by comparing the relevant time constants:

For diffusion:

D div W.

and for radiative recombination

[s]
(2) .(2)

(5.2)

(5.3)

We take Hermann's value for A+1 in equation (5.3) [HER68]

The results are summarized in table 5.2 as a function of the arc current

and of the radial position:

TABLE 5.2

Time constants [s] for diffusion and recombination

r/R

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

I=40A

T D

2 10"3

2.5 10"3

3 1O-3

IQ"1

T R

ID"3

2 10"3

4 lO"3

2 10- 2

I=80A

TD

6 10""

6 10""

6 10"4

ID"3

T R

4 10"4

4 10"4

8 1O"4

3.5 10"3

1=140A

TD

2 10"4

2 ID""

ID""

10'"

TR

no-4

1.5 10~"

2 ID""

7 IQ""

I=200A

o
 o

 o
 

o
1 

1 
1 

1
to

 
to

 
to

 
to

TR

0 .5 10"5

10""

10""

2 ID""

We deduce from this table that even close to the axis of the discharge, 80

diffusion cannot be neglected.
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S.S.S

In this section the values for the electrical and thermal conduc-

tivities abtained from the measured n (T ) relationship and the various

radial profiles, are compared with values from the literature.

5.S.S.I The eleatvieal conductivity

From the measured profiles of n (r) and T (r) the electrical con-

ductivity of the arc plasma is determined. The obtained values can then

be compared with values of the arc conductance which follow from

measurements of the electric field and current density of the arc.

The electrical conductivity o(r) follows from Spitzer's expression

[SPI65]:

e2n (r)
o(r)

me ° e i ( r ) + U e a ( r ) < 5 " 4 )

In this expression, the electron-ion c o l l i s i o n frequency i s given by

lnA

1 ( 5 - 5 >
with

Aj = 1.25 104 Tjj— (5.6)

u i s the electron neutral col l i s ion frequency and i s given by
63

Uea = n l <CJea V ^ ( 5 ' 7 )

where a is the electron atom collision cross-section.
63

From the values of a given by Devoto [DEV67] and n. „Tm_, we calculated
63 X tcijLtd

u e a and from the measured values of n p L T E and T , u . is obtained. The

81
results are shown in figure 5.13 as a function of T .
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IQ

Fig, 5.13

The eleotron-ion and electron

neutral collision frequencies,

calculated with the measured

values of n , T and n7.e e x

Te[10
3K]

Note that the addition of frequencies is only admissible if u .> u ,

thus if the electron-ion and electron-electron collisions determine the

distribution function. At low current values when u " u . (in particu-
ea ei

lar in the outer layers of the arc) expression (5.4) may overestimate

the conductance even in the framework of classical plasma theory.

The arc conductance, G, is calculated from

(5.8)

where the radial component of the electric field has been neglected.

From measurements of the arc current and electric field, experimental

values for the arc conductance G are obtained:
meas

(5.9)
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where I is the electric current through the arc, E the longitudinal

electric field and R is the plasma radius;

Determination of G at different values on the arc current yields
meas

the results shown in table 5.3 for a 5 mm diameter arc. In this table

AG => G - G , .
meas calc

TABLE S.3 Comparison between the calculated and measured Values

of the ara conduatanoe

X

[A]

40

80

140

200

E

[v/m]

790

1041

1360

1620

103*G
meas

[m/n]

50.6

76.9

102.9

123.5

AG

(%

19

7

6

2

For high values of the current the measured values agree well with the

values calculated using Spitzer's equation (equation 5.4), although

Spitzer's expression was derived for ideal plasma's (i.e. for which

the number of particles in the Debye sphere, n D»l) while for a thermal

argon plasma n ~ 6 at high currents (the plasma can be considered to

be weakly non-ideal).

For low currents the discrepancy between G and G . is larger. For
r * meas calc *

I = 40A the temperature close to the wall is relatively low (T = 9S00K at

r/R = 0.8), n e r P L T E«n l i L T E, ^ iPvrE>"ULTE.
 u

ei,pLTE
<<Uei,LTE a n d Uea,PLTE

>>u
ea.LTE.

In this situation u „.__ may become comparable to u so that Spitzer's

!l

approach, where only coulomb interactions are considered ceases to be valid.
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The influence of this low temperature region which is highest at the lowest

currentsi decreases rapidly with increasing current and the agreement with

Spitzer's results becomes better.

5,2.5.2 A simplified expreeaion for the thermal conductivity

Our aim here is to derive a simple expression for the thermal con-

ductivity K i on the axis of the arc plasma.

To this end we make the following simplifications and assumptions:

1. The radial dependence of, K ^ is ingnored. We restrict the conclusions

to the arc axis, where the gradients in T are small.
e

2. We consider the total free bound radiation loss as the only radiation

loss mechanism. Expressions for the different types of radiation losses

.can be found in appendix C. Values for the different contributions to

the total radiation loss, for several values of the electron temperature

can be found in table 5.4. As follows from this table and the

discussions in appendix C, the contribution from the free-free

continuum and the line radiation can be neglected.

3. Diffusion effects on the axis are also neglected. This assumption

is based on the fact that the total free-bound radiation ( ü ^ + u ^ A+1

in table 5.4) is larger than the free-bound radiation to the ground

level by a factor of 20 at T = 11000K and a factor of 5 at Te = 16000K

(cf. table 5.4) . For the same temperature range the relative influence

of diffusion compared to that of u decreases from a factor 2.5 to

less than one (cf. figure 5.9).

So compared to the total radiative losses the diffusion remains small.
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TABLE 5.4 Radiative losses as a function of temperature

T
e

[IO3K]

11

12

13

14

15

16

n
e

92 -.3

[XQ* m J]

2.6

5.4

9.2

13.7

17,0

19,7

1

5

1

3

5

7

u U 1

fb

.4

.8

.7

,6

,5

.3

107

107

!08

io8

108

108

2.2

1.3

5,1

1.5

2,9

4.8

) (2)
+1

[Wm~3

106

io7

IO7

IO8

IO8

IO8

b

stera<J]

4.1

1.7

4,9

1.1

1.6

2.1

!07

IO8

IO8

IO9

IO9

IO9

Uff

4.9

2,4

7,6

1.9

3.1

4.6

IO6

IO7

IO7

IO8

IO8

io8

8.0

2.4

5.1

8.5

1.0

1.1

ne

IO6

IO7

io7

107

io8

108

"total

(with reab-
sorption

- c
5.6

2.3

6.7

1.5

2.3

3.2

IO7

io8

io8

io9

109

io9

Prom these assumptions the stationary energy balance equation(Elenbaaa-Heller

equation) can be written as:

+ 5.93 ID"
38

 T;0 - (5 .10)

In this equation the second term on the right represents the total free

bound power loss (cf. appendix C). The radial dependence of the factor be-

tween brackets will be ignored.

The first term on the right symbolizes the power loss by heat conduction

and the left hand side is the power input to the arc.

Now we integrate equation (5.10) over the arc radius. For the temperature

profiles of Te(r), n (r) and j(r) we take Gaussian profiles:
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T (r) «
6

(5.11)

= n'eO
-) and (5.12)

- 3r (5.13)

Note that these Gaussian profiles need only to describe the functions in the

central region of the arc cross section. Because of this, the Gaussian

effective widths (om , o and a.) may be much larger than the radius

e " e D

of the arc.

With the approximation a ~ o„ and a = 0 we obtain from (5.10) after
3 T n

a ~ o„
3 T = 0

ne e
integration:

«0 - (5.14)

eO

This is a simple approximation for ic . as a function of T the results of

which are shown in figure 5.14

12 I1» 16

Te[10
3Kl

Fig. S.14

Temperature dependence of the thermal

conductivity For argon.

k This thesis

i Kopainsky [K0P71]

-.- Approximation to results of other

(of. [£>£'/?.•»]
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In this figure we have also plotted the theoretical curve of Duvoto [DEV73J

and some experimental values of Kopainsky [KOP71],

The values from our approximate expression for ie h lie in between the

results from these two authors,

-Also shown m this figure is a line which is an approximation to results

of measurements on K . obtained by different authors tcf. [DEV73] for

the references), „Our values agree quite well with these measurements.

5.3 Results from the interferometry

With the interferoraetric set-up of chapter 4, values of n were

obtained as a function of the^ arc-current.

The accuracy of these results on n is better than for the spectroscopie

results and for the measurements presented here it is about 3%.

The dominant factor for the accuracy in these measurements is the uncer-

tainty in the arc length. Only when measurements with different values of

the arc length have been performed, the accuracy can be improved. Our

results are based on measurements with two different arc lengths.

Figure 5.15 shows the results as a function of the arc current.

Also shown in the figure are measurements by Nick[NIC79] and results from

the spectroscopie methods. As can be seen the agreement is good.

[102V3]

20 1)0 60 80

»• current [A]

Fig. S.15

Comparison of values of the electron

density determined by

i S wavelength }{ N interferometvy;

this thesis

0 Speatrosoopia methods; this thesis

Nick [NIC?9]
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We note here that as the accuracy in the interferometric results is

better, these results can be used in conjunction with figure 5.3 to

obtain a precize temperature determination. As has been stated before

(section 5.2) the n (T ) relationship is rather unsensitive to small

errors in the measurement procedure, So, because the n (T ) dependence

is known (figure 5.3) the use of accurate values of n in this figure

can yield accurate values of T .

f
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CHAPTER VI FIRST RESULTS OF THE PULSED EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter we present the first results obtained from the pulsed

current experiment that has been described in chapters III and IV. One of

the important features of a pulsed experiment is the possibility to achieve

substantially higher values of electron density and temperature during a

(positive) current pulse, without having to resort to a high power current

supply and cooling system.

The results of such an experiment can provide additional information about

time-constants involved with the establishment of equilibrium in a plasma.

Of importance is also, to know which processes determine these time-con-

stants [PIE78].

The time varying characteristics of thermal plasmas can provide important

additional information concerning the dynamic properties of devices based

on electric arcs that are used in industrial processes, e.g. in plasma

arc spraying and in arc switching [VAE81].

Usually the study of time dependent effects is performed in decaying

plasmas [KflF79, VAC76, CAC76].

The time variation of the plasma parameters after application of a current

pulse was studied by Pierstorff [PIE78]. In his study the rise time of the

applied current pulse is relatively slow (> 15 us) and the maximum pulse

amplitude does not exceed 100A. f
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Here we will report on the first results obtained after application of

a current pulse with an amplitude of about 250A and a rise-time of less

than 2 Ms.

We will limit ourselves to a discussion of the total energy balance equa-

tion and of the continuity equation for the electrons. Our main aim is to

investigate under which conditions the arc plasma can be considered as

quasi-stationary during the pulse.

Secondly, we will try to obtain information about some processes that de-

termine the establishment of PLTE.

6,2 Some considerations about the heat and mass balance equations

We investigated the time development of the arc parameters under the

following assumptions;

1. PLTE is maintained throughout the pulse at a value of the pressure that

is equal to the stationary value (1 bar in our case).

2. The energy balance is governed by the increase of the internal energy

of the plasma and the change of Joule dissipation, which increases

much faster than the temperature.

3. Finally we have limited our discussions to the first 60 us of the

current pulse (which is of 500 us duration). Under these conditions

transport processes can be neglected.

We will discuss the second of these assumptions to some more detail here.

6.2.1 Pressure chanqes during the current^ £uZse

We ignore particle fluxes at the on-set of the current pulse (t=0). j/1

Denoting the change of electron and neutral densities by An and An., '
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n (t) - neQ = - Anj , (6.1)\ An

we obtain in first approximation for the pressure change:

2ne0+nlQ Te0
(6.2)

Here the subscript 0 denotes values at t=0.

Anticipating the results on the temperature and density changes during

the pulse, we will use the measured values of nQ(t) and T (t) to estimate

the pressure change.

For a 8 mm diameter argon arc at atmospheric pressure with stationary cur-

rent T=>100A, these values are:

n Q = 8.10
22 m"3i and T = 12700K, and

n (t=60us) = 1.77 1023 m"3, Te(t=60us) = 14950K.

After insertion of these values in (6.2) a pressure change Ap/p- - 35% is

obtained.

This pressure change will not be reached in reality, due to the large volu-

mes of cold argon gas that surround the plasma, and which will cause a re-

duction of the pressure rise.

In fig. 6.1 we have sketched part of the arc chamber, showing the volumes

between the cascade plates and the silicone sealing rings, and also the

large volumes at the ends of the plasma.

The magnitude of the respective volumes is also given in the figure, to-

gether with the plasma volume of a 8 mm diameter 56 mm long arc (these

are the diameter and length of the arc that was used for this experiment).

From this figure we expect damping of the initial pressure jump:

1. Due to the volume of the gas between the plates that surrounds the

plasma.
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window

silicone ring cascade
between the plates plate(s)

electrode(s) end buffers

s11i cone
ring

al1 lengths in mm.

Fig. 6.1

Illustration of part of the ara vessel showing the different volumes

of cold argon gas that surround the ara plasma (of. fig. 4.9).

V1 = 70.4 m
S
S V2 = 43.e cm*; V3 = 4.? cm'; V<itotal = 7 or?; Vplame = 2.8 an,

3.

The ratio of the plasma volume to the total surrounding gas volume

is roughly 1/3. Accordingly the initial pressure jump will be atte-

nuated by a factor of 3 within a time of about 2 R / V
a c c o u s t i c - 4 us

(R=4.10~3 m; v . - 2000 m/s; at the plasma temperature.

2. By the gas volume in the end buffers.

These cilindrical prolongations of the arc vessel can be regarded as

accoustic resonators (with low Q-factors) coupled to the plasma.

The effect of these buffers is the reduction of the initial pressure

jump to a substantially lower value (less than 5%). In addition the
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pressure shock front bounces back and forth in the buffer cilinders,

with a period of about 3C3 ras (v ,_. is much lower due to ther v accoustic

low value of the temperature in these buffers). These oscillations

are not pronounced in the plasma due to the bad coupling efficiency

from the buffers to the plasma channel.

Pig. 6.2 shows an oscilloscope trace of the time variation of the pressure

pulse registered with a pressure transducer (Kistler type 603B). This pres-

sure transducer was placed in one oi the end buffers of the arc container.

Fig. 6.2

Pressure fluctuations in one of the end buffers of the ara chamber.

The zero level corresponds to the stationary pressure of 1 bar.

Vert, scale: 20 mbar/div ; Hor. scale: 500 \is/div.

The duration of the pulse is about 1 horizontal division in the picture.

As can be seen, the maximum pressure does not exceed -0.06 bar.

Additionally, the pressure oscillations in the cold gas end buffers of the

arc can be observed. This change of the arc pressure, which from the obser-

vations does not exceed about 5%, will be neglected. t
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6.2.2 Eweygj^ fcaZawog^awdmgaa balance equations

Since we pulse the system to currents much higher than the initial

current we may expect electron densities much higher than the initial

density. Such a strong and sudden change of the density causes a TTT

which is much larger than the stationary V«nw terms. This can be observed

by comparing the experimental — values from fig. 6.4 with the stationary
ot

diffusive flows discussed in chapter V. Similarly the increase in the inter-

nal energy is also much larger than the heat diffusion term. This enables

us to study the time dependent mass- and energy balances without having to

know the profiles. So we will analyse the first part of the rise of the

pulse by using the simple energy balance in which the radiative loss is

retained even though also this term should be small:

3n

The left hand side represents the change of internal energy of the plasma,

the first term on the right is the joule energy input, and the term Q .
rad

represents radiative energy losses. [MIT731

Furthermore we have ignored the effect from possible differences between the

heavy particle temperature and T . These differences are equalized by elec-

tron-ion and ion-atom energy exchanges. The time constants for these pro-

cesses have been calculated [STE79]. The temperature difference between

T and T. is equalized with a time-constant of less than lys.

The slower time-constant for the equalization of T. and T is of the

order of 10ns for the parameter range in our measurements. These values

are in accordance with the results of Pierstorff [PIE7S], after extrapola-

tion to higher values of the electron density (pulse current).

A discussion of the continuity equation was given in section 2.2.3/ where
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the overpopulation of the excitation equilibrium was briefly discussed. We

will use the result obtained for dn^dt under the following assumptions:

1. Transport processes are neglected.

2. Radiation loss is limited to recombination radiation to the ground state,

3. All overpopulations of levels other than the ground state level are

neglected.

Then equation (2,9) can be rewritten as:

T T " " T F " ne "isaha «bl *l + "isaha

or with the notation (2.7)

3n
b, K, - n* k{2.\ At2 (6.4a)

In order to discuss equations (6.3) and (6.4a) to some more extent, we

will first present some preliminary results of the pulsed experiment.

6.3 The first results of the pulsed experiments

The electron temperature was determined from time dependent measure-

ments, of the intensity of the 696.5 nm argon neutral linp. We used the

source function method, in the way that was described in section 3.2.4,

for time varying conditions. Fig. 6.3 is a picture of the intensity modula-

tion of the spectral radiation at 696.45 nm. In this figure, both T, (t)
A, l

r
and X, (t) (cf. section 3.2.4) are shown.

The time resolved measurements were done at one fixed value of the wave-

length, end-on along the arc axis.
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Ficj. e. 3

Time dependent intensity variations at a wavelength position in the
profile of the Arl line 69S.S nm (\ = G96.45m; apparatus width -O.O'ltm).
In this figure both I. At) -(a)- and I, n(t) -(b)- are shown (of,
seation 3,2 and fig. 4,4),
Vert, scale: relative units
Box1, saale: 204.8 \is/div (1024 samples;

The electron density was determined interferometrically, with the same

set-up that was described in chapter 4.

From these and other similar recordings we determined time constants for

the intensity decay after the pulse which range from 40 vis to 60 ys. These

values agree reasonably with the value of 43.6 ys determined by Baessler

and Koek [BAE79] in the afterglow of a 4mm atmospheric argon arc (decaying

from a lower stationary value of the current) .

The time variation of n (t) and Te<t) obtained for a 8 mm diameter arc

at atmospheric pressure with a stationary value of the current of 100A,

and pulsed to about 350A, is shown in fig. 6.4.

In this figure we show ne(t) and Te(t) for the first 60 us after pulse

application.
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[102V3]

10 20 30 '«O 50 60

t[10"6s]

Fig. 6.4

Time dependence of T , n and n, for the first 60vsec after pulse

application.

The rise-time of the pulse is about 2 us, and is much faster than the

rise in the electron temperature and density.

Using these results, and values of the electrical conductivity taken

from Devoto [DEV73J (see fig. 6.5) the relevant terms in (6.3) and (6.4a)

can be estimated.

[10-5 mho/m]

6 "

5 -

Fig. e.S

Electviaal conductivity as a

function of the electron temper-

ature for an atmospheric pres-

sure argon arc after Devoto

[DEV73].
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In fig. 6.6 the rise of Joule energy input to the arc is shown together

with the rise of the internal energy.

As is evident from this figure, the internal energy does not attain the

same level as the level of the power input. The difference, which can be

attributed partly to radiative losses is also shown as a functton of time in

this figure; note that heat diffusion is expected also to contribute.

For comparison, the expected free-bound radiation loss is also shown in

this figure. As can be seen, the radiation loss is of the same order as the

difference between joule energy input and increase of internal energy.
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Fig. 6.6

Different oovtvibutions to equation (6.3) as a function of time.

Using the values of n (t) shown in fig. 6.4, and values for n.(t) de-

rived from the PLTE relationship, the time dependence of K,(t), the total

excitation and ionization cross-section can be estimated from (6.4a).

The result is snovm in fig. 6.7 where the results obtained from the statio-

nary measurements, and the theoretical values have also been plotted.
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Pig. 6. 7

Comparison of values of the total excitation cross-seat'! on X.^ as J

function of T , Curve (a) from the pulsed experiments (b) from the

stationary measurements.

The experimental values of Kj(t) determined in this way agree reasonably

with the stationary determination of K^. For longer times after the rise

of the current, a departure from the stationary values is observed. This

effect indicates that transport processes cannot be completely neglected

especially not towards the end of the pulse, as is to be expected.

We conclude from these observations that the power input to the arc

during the current pulse causes an increase of the internal energy

of the arc, and that the electron temperature rise is determined by this

process.

Part of the power is lost due to recombination radiation, while also

transport processes cannot be neglected as the processes evolve in time.

>.

I'
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1» Deviations from Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) can be measured by

the source function method, even for systems where these deviations

are small.

2. The deviations from LTE for the argon neutral system are mainly

caused by radiative recombination to the neutral ground level and

by inward diffusion of neutrals.

Radiative recombination is more pronounced at high values of the

temperature, while diffusion effects dominate at low values of the

current.

The observed deviations from LTE of the ground level density are in

fair agreement with the deviations predicted by a model in which

diffusion and radiative recombination are assumed to be the majcr

causes of the non-equilibrium in the neutral system.

3. With the source function method the electron temperature (T ) and

density (n ) have been determined. The relationship between n and

T g appears to be independent of the radial position in the arc.

4. An accurate determination of T can be obtained by the following

procedure:

1. A measurement of n using an interferometric method;

2. a derivation of T from this value of n with the n (T ) relation-

e e e e
ship obtained with the source function method.

I'
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5. The influence of the apparatus profile on the obtained results can

be taken into account by:

1. Numerical convolution of a trial profile with the measured

apparatus profile;

2. Pitting the obtained profile to the measured profile by a

least squares approximation procedure.

With our method the trial profile can be generated from the basic

plasma parameters. Accordingly, by the least squares approximation

procedure a direct determination of the plasma parameters is obtained

with good accuracy.

6. By repetitive current pulsing the electron temperature and density

of the plasma can be increased substantially without the need of

large power supplies and extensive cooling systems.

With the methods described in this thesis the characteristics of

such a plasma can be studied with high precision.

7. The determination of plasma transport properties requires an accurate

knowledge of the equilibrium state of the plasma.

From the measured values of electron density and temperature we have

obtained values of the heat conductivity and the electrical conduc-

tivity which are in good agreement with theoretical predictions.
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APPENDIX A

Relevant data for the Argon I simplified model

The aim of this appendix ia to supply additional information and numerical

values relevant to the simplified 4 level model of the argon neutral spec-

trum discussed in chapter two. A diagram of this model is given in figure

'•. 1, while the energy values considered are given in table A.I.

a)c
(U

c
o

10
« 10o
X
III

5st-

A 21

ko

V

21

.3

k12k31

i 1

Fig. A.I

Diagram of the simplified 4 level model of the argon neutral speotrum

showing the considered aollisional (•*) and radiative (—•> transitions

(of. figure 2.S).

*Note: In this appendix, the following additional notations are used:

s~ ]

a for cross-section ([m ]).

<av> for rate coefficients ([m^s"1])

k for <ov> with the specification of the transition p -> q

lmK =
m
Furthermore, the subscript L denotes the Lorentzian part of a line

profile and

D the Gaussian part -)Q2



Table A.I: Considered levels with the corresponding energy ranges and
values for the effective energy and statistical weight

Effective energy Range of energies Statist ical weight

(eV) (eV)

Ground

Excited

level 3p6

levels 4s

4p

3d+5s

(1)

-(2)

(3)

(4)

13

14

0

.652 _-

.171̂

.094

11.

12.

13.

0

548-11.

907-13.

845-14.

828 -

480

304

1

-12 -

36

60+12

Ion ground 3p5 15.759 15.759 and 15.936 4 and 2 i

levels

The rates for electron (de) excitation between the sub leve is within a group

are very large. An estimate yields rates for (de) excitation, n <ov >, which
exc

are significantly larger than n <o v >=1022 •iff"12 »1010sec~1. Because of this

strong coupling it is justified to consider effective levels instead of all

the sublevels. The energy, E , of an effective level q composed of sub-

levels j can be obtained from:

Z g E Z g E

q ï \ 3"
where E is the energy and g is the statistical weight of sublevel ]. The

qj qj
sum of the statistical weights of the sublevels is the total statistical

weight g .
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The transition probabilities for transitions between effective level q and

effective level pfA , can be obtained from the individual transition pro-

babilities, A for transitions between the sublevels q. and p as fol-

lows [POT78]:

A
qjpi

(..2)

The effective transition probabilities are given in the following table,

table A.2. (A is given in units of 107 sec-1) [WIE69] ~_T -_ -""_-_-—_.

qp levels X „(nm) A AX_. ,,.(nm) ,^^ eft qp StarK

4-1 (3d+5s) „-3p6 88 2.90 io"4n 10"3 4.10-6

2-1 4s[3/2]° -3p6 104.8 N

6 , M „ ^ - "e
_ 15.73 5.10~5n_ 1.310 3 2.10"5

2-1 4s[ 1 /2] ' -3p° 106." ^

3-2 4p - - 4s . _ 817.3 3.644 5.10 3n 10"2 3.10"4

eff err e

4-3 (3d+5s) „-4p _. 1343.0 1.27 7.10"3n 2.1O~2 2.10"4

err err e

Table A.2: Effective spectral line Wavelengths, transition probabilities and
line widths of the considered levels

In the same table the corresponding Stark widths are given for an electron

temperature of T = l.OeV, proportional to n (n in anits of 1022 m~3).
tr 6 S

Also the Stark widths are weighted over the sub-transitions:

Hiei yjMi (a.3)

!l

\
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The procedure of averaging of the radiative transitions is only adequate

for optically thin lines. For resonance lines, which are optically thick

(optical depth > 1000) , a more adequate procedure is to consider separate

lines, calculate the escape factor and then average the .'.«A-values over

the group considered.

Ï
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Radiation trapping

For the determination of the effective radiative lifetimes we must

also take into account the effect of radiation trapping. Though, as men-

tioned above, this has to be considered before summing over the transi-

tions between the sublevels, taking into consideration the corresponding

Stark widths, we have worked with effective levels, transition probabili-

ties and Stark widths. As mentioned above this procedure is good enough

for our purpose, since the coupling between the levels is large and we

are only interested in estimates of the radiation losses.

In an extension of the treatment by Klein [KLE69], Batenburg [BAT81] has

obtained the trapping corrections (Holstein factors) for Voigt emission

profiles for the plasma at the axis of a cylindrical discharge. In this

treatment it is assumed that absorption and emission profiles can be des-

cribed by the same Voigt profiles and that the radial dependences of the '^

densities of the lower and upper levels of the transitions are weak. The

result is given in fig. A.2, where the trapping coefficient, A , is given

as a function of the effective optical depthK R. This quantity is defined as:

X
qp

A H y R ta.4)
qp p

where AX is the half width (FWHM) of the emission profile, n is the
qp p

averaged number density of the lower state and y is a geometrical constant.

This constant varies between 1<II<1.4 for several assumptions on the radial

dependence of n , [BAT81, KLE69]. For our treatment we have assumed that

W=1.2. For KR>>1 we find for the escape factor of the axial plasma:

/

4irc g AX, , c. ih

P L (a"5) f
g A n Xt 1

L 'q qp p qp

where K and AX are the quantities taking only the Lorentzian part of the
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0.1 101» IC?

Fig. A. 2

The trapping coefficient for line radiation as a funation of the optical

depth. In this figure the line profile is considered to be a Voigt profile.

a = JThl? (A\T/h\J. il

10

10 J —

Fig. A.3

The trapping coefficient for line radiation in the case of a Loventzian
line shape.

a = /Zw2YAXr/AA,J. 107



A XL 100
This approximation is valid provided that T T — a ~zz~ as can be observed

from fig. A. 3 where A ( K R) IS given as a function of KjR

Note, that if the absorption is strong» this approximation is valid even

if the Lorentzian width is smaller than the Gaussian width.

In table A,2 we have given several values of the relevant resonance lines

in the Arl system.

We observe that the approximation given in eq.(a.5) is valid within a fac-

tor of 1.5. We also note, that as far as the Lorentzian part is concerned

the Stark broadening dominates.

So, the effective transition probability for resonant transitions, inclu-

ding the trapping effect, can approximately be written as:

W<*
4irc g AA T A T

\t -E L__ = a J. e. (a. 6) II

•Te[1Q
3Kl

Fij. A.4

The ratio </n /n~'and the electron density as functions of the electron

temperature, for both the LIE and the PDTE situation (argons 1 bar)
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AT
In fig. A.4 the quantity / — and the density n are plotted as functions

nl
of the temperaturei both under assumption of LTE. Also indicated is the

variation of these quantities if we take the experimental PLTE-results of

chapter 5.

We observe, that for the treatment here the quantity A A is roughly pro-

portional to ne for temperatures between 8000K and 15Q00K, Above 15000K the

quantity 1/ n^/nj increases faster than linearly with na< So at these tempe-

ratures the influence of radiation escape will again increase. —~:

For the optically thick resonant lines also the radiative term is approxi-

mately proportional to the electron density, as is the collisional term.

This is valid provided that the line is sufficiently optically thick and

provided that the ratio of Lorentzian and Gaussian widths is larger than

100/icR . [(
i~

Note, that this does not mean that the line must be dommantly Lorentzian.

In fact, for the resonance lines in Arl the Lorentzian widths are of the

same order of magnitude as the Gaussian widths.

Radiation trapping of nonresonant lines

Radiation trapping of nonresonant lines of the Arl-system needs only to be

considered for the 4p-4s transitions. Even for these lines, which repre-

sent the dominant line radiation, the optical depth is only of the order

of the radius, so KR ~ O (1).

These lines are dominantly Stark broadened, so we can ignore the Gaussian

part, and treat the lines as Lorentzian lines. Furthermore, the densities

of both the upper and lower states of the transition decrease with increa- t1

sing radius. From fig. A.2 we can see that for most conditions this factor '

1

is still close to 1, so that we will ignoi^ radiation trapping in this

treatment for all the transitions but the resonant transitions.
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Radiative recombination

Radiative recombination is the inverse proces of photo ionization. Cross-

sections of the latter proces can be found in the literature.

We have followed the analysis of Katsonis IKAT76] who assumes a photo-

ionization cross-section:

ajj5 = 3,5,10"2V (a.7)

This value, obtained with the application of the principle of detailed

balancing is in agreement with the value found by Trommer from measure-

ments of the freebound emmissivity [TRQ81].

This value for the photo lomzation cross-section leads to the radiative

(2)
recombination coefficient k , (cf. eq. 5 ) .

k ^ = 0.995 Te-
0-17 n>~3 --1 (a.8)

As far as radiative recombination to excited states is concerned only ex-

perimental information on the metastabla states is available. Following Kat-

sonis, we will assume for the other states hydrogenic values.

k^2 ~ 1-5 10~2° m~ 3 s - 1 ( a > 9 )

k(^3 = 2.5 10"21 M-3 s-1 (a. 10)

Radiation trapping is only important for the free-bound radiation to the

ground state. The calculation of the effective energy loss is complicated

because of the radial dependence of both the emlssivity (~n ) and the ab-

sorption coefficient (~n,). The first quantity decreases with increasing

radius, the second increases with increasing radius. Furthermore, the opti-

cal depth is of the same order of magnitude as the radius, in a cylindrical
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geometry one must expect in this case that for the central plasma a signi-

ficant part of the radiation escapes. This radiation is trapped in the outer

layers. As there the local emissivity is much smaller, this may lead to ener-

gy gain in the outer layers instead of radiative energy loss.

Instead of solving the problem ourselves, we will briefly outline the re-

sults of an extensive treatment by Herrraan [HER68]. in this paper the local

escape factor is calculated numerically under the assumption of LTE. The re-

sults obtained for a cylindrical arc with a diameter of 5 mm and at atmosphe-

ric pressure are given in fig. A - 5a and b.

In this figure we have plotted the escape factor for the axial part of the

plasma as a function of the temperature (fig, A.5a) and also the radial

dependence o£ A(2j (Fi". ,.Vi) .

'If
t

Fig. A.S

(a) The trapping aoeffioient for reaombination radiation as a funation

of the electron temperature, as calculated by Hermann [HER68].
(b) Radial dependence of A+̂  for a 0Smm are at atmospheric pressure [HER68].
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In this study the results are formulated in terms of an escape factor, 1 ._

Which for this case will be negative in the outer layers of the plasma. --_"-"-_

In the calculation LTE is assumed; in reality there will prove to be small -

"deviations from LTE. This means that these results overestimate slightly %

the radiative escape,--- ----- -_- —r:-._-_'- -^_i_ ": ~ -' = --• ,.

It can be concluded that over the full range of parameters the escape fac-

tor varies front 0.2 - 0.6• S o' i n t h e calculation we Will use these numbers.

Finally we will note in this pespect, that in this;calculation no allowance is

made for the radiation with wavelengths longer than the free-bound edge• From

measurements of Hofsaess [HOF78] we can show that there is a significant addi-

tion with wavelengths longer than the free-bound limit. This radiation will be

less effectively reabsorbed, so in this respect the above quoted treatment over-

estimates the reabsorption.

Excitation and ionlzation rate coefficients

Several approaches have been followed in the literature to obtain expres-

sions for excitation rates. The first is entirely empirical; the measured

dependence of a(E) is described by a simple analytical formula which is in-

tegrated over velocity space to obtain the rate coefficient <av>. A Maxwellian

velocity distribution is assumed. A very simple but typical example is illus-

trated in fig. A.6, where o(E) is assumed to increase linearly from treshold.

o(E)

Fig. A. 6

Simplified threshold behaviour of a(E),
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o ( E ) - W treshold" ̂ ^tre'shöld* (a.H)

This behaviour appears also from beam experiments [LLO72], [CON73] and

[ZAP73]-

In this case one obtains for a MaxweUian distribution:

8JtT E E

k - - = - * * £ kT (2+ r f ) ,«>(- jj») [m3s-1] (a. 12)
pq nm do KT Ki e

This formula is only useful if the kinetic energy of the electrons kT is

much smaller than the treshold energy for excitation E . In that case

the treshold behaviour of a(E) determines entirely the behaviour of <ov>

as function of the temperature.

inst
For the excitations from the ground state 3p-4s , 3p-4p, we have used

this expression with the following numerical values (4s : metastable

levels of the 4s-group; 4s : resonant levels of the 4s-group).

Table A.3: Values of da/dE for the different transitions

E (eV)
, treshold d(j/dE da/dE

4
i \

'1 3p-4smet 3P2+
3P0 11.58 eV 2.26 10~ 2 2 m2/eV 1.41 103 m2/,

^ 3p-4sreS 1P1+
3P1 11.78 eV 1.26 10" 2 2 m2/eV 0.79 103 m2/j

4 3p-4stot 11.65 eV 3.52 10~ 2 2 mZ/eV 2.2 103 m2/j
0 3)
-•i 3p-4p 13.17 eV 6.40 10" z z m2/eV 3.53 103 m2/j
'vl

The numbers are based on the work of:

1) C. Lloyd et al. (cf. [LLO72]) and Pesnelle ([PES70])

2) J. Mcconkey & Don ([CON73])

3) M. Peterson & Allen ([PET72])
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Rate coefficients for excitation and ionisation from the neutral ground

level Kt = kls + kls + k1+

For optically allowed transitions as the 3p-4s lP , 3P we could have used

the expressions which couple the excitation cross-sectxons with the oscillator

strength. The expression of Drawin [DRA66] allows, moreover, for adjustments

to the experimental values with two parameters. However, even with these

adjustments this formula does not show the linear increase at threshold

as the experiment does. The use of Drawin's formula leads to an overestimate

for <ov> of about a factor of 2 at T = lev. Therefore we have chosen the

simple expression (a.l?) with the linear dependence [POT79].

The total excitation rate for the resonant transitions is given in fig. A.7.

In ficiure A.8 the total 4s de-excitation rate (kjil i s given, obtained from

detailed balancing. This rate is obtained by averaging over the contributing

sublevel rates taking into account the statistical weights of the 4s sublevels.

For ionization from the ground states we have used the rates as calculated by

Pots [POT 79]. He used the semi-empirical approach ol Didwm and Katsonis.
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In fig. A,7 also the lonization rate trom the ground state kJ + is given. In this

figure also the sum of ki2
+ki3+ki+ i s d r a w n- F o r electron temperatures lower

than 2eV this sum is by far the largest contribution to Kj, the total excita-

tion and ionization rate from the ground state.

We note, that Pots has shown by comparison of experiment and model that the

total excitation rate from the ground state is too large by a factor of

2.5-3 [POT79], These experiments are performed at temperatures of 2,5eV and

larger. In this study we have used the calculated values, corrected by a

factor 2.5, in accordance with these results. :_ _ —

Both the procedures mentioned above are in principle empirical, since the

results for both the allowed and forbidden transitions are adapted to experi-

mental results. This procedure is especially adequate for excitations from

the ground state for three reasons. At first, most experimental data for

cross-sections concern excitation from the ground state. Secondly, especially

for complicated atomic systems as Arl, the ground state is significantly dif-

ferent from the hydrogen ground state. Thirdly, for excitations from the

ground state the excitation energy is larger than the kinetic energy, so that

only the treshold behaviour of a is important and an empirical adoption
El

to experimental results improves the accuracy.

The situation is entirely different for (de) excitation from excited states.

Experimental data are scarce or absent. The system resembles better a hydro-

genic system especially for higher excited states. In addition the energy

separation is usually in the same order or even smaller than the kinetic

energy of the electrons, so that the high energy part of a(E) is also im-

portant. Here, one can hope on a better applicability of predictions based

on calculations on the hydrogen system. Several descriptions are available

herei from simple, Drawin [DRA66], to more elaborate semi-empirical descrip-

tions as e.g. by Vriens and Smeets [VRI80]. For hydrogen also full calcu-
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lations are available (cf. Van de Ree [REE81]). Vriens' [VRI80]approximations

are in fair agreement with these calculations. As Pots did in his model we

used for 4s-4p the Drawin approach; the results are shown in fig. A.8 and A. 9.

For ionization from the excited states 4s and 4pt we have also used semi-

erapincal expressions by Drawin,again following Pots.
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Rate coefficients for (de) excitation and ionination from effective level

- '4B jpoup). Ks = ksl * kss * k8+ « kss
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Rate coefficients for (de) excitation and ionization from effective level
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APPENDIX__B

Line and continuum emission and absorption

Definition of spectral intensity - - -

We define the spectral intensity J as the radiant power per area, per

solid angle and per wavelength. The dimension of I. is accordingly

Js-1 nr3 sterad"1."

Throughout the thesis the subscript A denotes a spectral quantity. The

relation between a spectral quantity A1 in the wavelength domain and the

corresponding quantity A in the frequency domain is given by:

\ = J7TAx <b-15

Emission and absorption coefficients

The emission coefficient e, tor line radiation i s given by:

A , h

eX,L = 4 ^ nuAul **M tJ s - 1 »-" Bterad-1] (b.2)

and the line absorption coefficient K (A) by:

7 n l A u l p a U ) Inr l : l (b"3a)

tb.3b)

or, including induced emission,by

' Li±1AL
L L gunu Pie(X)

The following notations have been used:

nu, n e density of the excited levels of the considered transition

g , g, statistical weight of the excited levels

It
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A . transition probability

X. central wavelength of the line AQ=hc/E -E,)-

Here E , E1 represent the energy of the excited levels.

Pe(\), Pa(X), pie(M line profile functions, ƒ

Subscripts; u =» upper level, 1 s lower level; L = line, C = continuum.

Superscripts: a = absorption, e = emission; ie = induced emission."

"We will assume Pe(X) * Pa(Xf = Pie(X) (valid f or PLTE conditions).

Continuum radiation

The total continuum emission coefficient is given by (for a singly

ionized plasma):

XkT"* 5ff U' Te ) } [J s"1 m"'* sterad-1]

and the continuum absorption coefficient by

K c U ) - C2 x3 7 T I 1 " ^ - x^- ) ] {[exP(~ je-'"11 5fb+cff} Im"1] (b'5)

The values of the constants C. and C_ are

1.632 lO-" [j K'S S-1 sterad-1] (b.6)

and C? = 6.842 10"
28 'm2**] (b.7)

f
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The terms proportional to the so called ksi-factors, £ „ and £„ , des-

cribe the contributions of the "free-free" (ff) or "brehmsstrahlung"

radiation and of the "free-bound" (fb) or recombination radiation to the

continuum.

The factors C „ and £„ introduce tha specific electronic structure of

the considered atom in the expressions for the continuum radiation

[SCH67, HOF78).

For argon £ f f and 5pb are shown in fig. B.I and B.2 for the spectral

region of interest and for two values of thVelectron temperature.

2

fb

argon

" /

t/r
f

. • i .

\

i i

> 16000K

Te= 10000

i 1 i

K

|

1.4

I U

2

1.0

5UU 1000

argon Te= 16000 K

10000 K

I . . . ,
500

•X(nm)
1000

Fig. B.I and B.2

Ksi-faotor for argon.

£ƒ$ from Sahlüter [SCH65]

£-„ from Venugopalan [VEN71]

(1)

(2)
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APPENDIX C

Radiative energy losses from the cascade arc plasma

We will derive approximate expressions for the radiative losses from the

literature. We will attempt to express all losses in terms of local

plasma parameters even if this introduces some inaccuracy.

a. Free bound radiation to the ground state, u f b

The dominant radiation loss arises from the free-bound recombination

radiation to the ground state atoms. An approximate expression for the

recombination rate, k ^ is [KAT76, TR081]:

-19 -O.I7 3 "1
0.995 10 1 3 T e [m s ] (c.l)

The average foton energy, hu = EQ. + f(Te> is (somewhat) larger than the

ionization energy by the energy of the recombining electron.

The combined effect leads approximately to a temperature independent ex-

pression over the temperature range of interest. This leads to an average

power loss (if absorption is neglected):

,,, ,,* -38 2—0.17 -3
ufb ~ "eni+l lEoi + f(T

e)]/
4lT - 2 10 neTe [wm sterad](c.2)

Here we have neglected the term f(T ) which is of the order of 2 M = 1.5eV,

with respect to E K 15.8eV.

As has been stated in section 2.2.2 a serious problem here is the finite

absorption. The optical depth is of the order of one, which complicates

the problem significantly. Hermann [HER68] calculated the excape for a
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5mm argon arc at a pressure ui 1 bar assuming LTE. His results are

given xn figure A.5. However, he ignores the radiation below the

ionization threshold,- both from Hofsaess [HOF78] as from Troramer [TRO81]

it can be observed that there is significant radiation loss below thres-

hold, This leads us to consider his calulation as an overestimate of

the absorption.

Also a non-LTE behaviour will lead to stronger gradients and thus to

more escape. On the other hand the LTE assumption will overestimate n

and underestimate n,. The latter effect will not be serious since the

system values are not too far from the LTE-values. In view of the uncer-

tainties we will calculate the free-bound radiation both for free escape

(2) (2)
(A . = 1) as for A' according to Hermann.

The latter can be described as

.3.7
0.2 T (c.3)

G

The final expressions for the free bound radiation are summarised in

table C.I.

b. Free-bound radiation (excluding the recombination radiation Co the

ground state), u , and free-free radiation (u , ) .

The expressions for e. and E, have been formulated in appendix B
A rit A,Xo

equations b.4 and b.5. Also shown in appendix B are the functions

S „ ( A ) and £ (X). More important, however, are the products

he. he 1 ,

WlkTF and <c-4>
e

t- r * * he 11 he 1
" f b = C [ 1 e X p ( ^
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These are shown in figure C.I and C.2

200

uff
0.2

0.1

/ N -̂ 16000K

r/ V

argon

^JOOOOK

200 500 1000

, A(nm)

Pig A C.I and C.2

The free-free and free-bound factors a , and a„„ (af. equation a.4 and

c.S) as a function of the wavelength for two values of the electron

temperature.

t
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In figure C,l is also indicated the deviation that Hofsaess measured

from the expected behaviour, This means that more radiation than is

calculated may escape from the plasma. We also see that free-free radia-

tion loss is unimportant as compared to the free-bound radiation loss.

We integrated the expressions for E, . and e. .. over the wavelength
A f re A f Xu

spectrum, for 260 nra<X«144Qran to obtain the total continuum emission:

145Qnni

- «ff + =«, -{

for two values of the electron temperature (T = 10000K and

T e =» 16000K).

From these values we obtain the following simplified relation for

uff. uf and

-39 2.1.27 _ 3

u._ = 7.80 10 n T [Wm sterad] (c.7)
££ 6 6

-38 2 -0.27 _3
u„_ = 5.93 10 n T [Wm sterad] (c.8)
f o e e

-38 2 .-0.27 .1.27 _3

u s 5.93 10 n (T + 0.13T ) [Wm sterad] (c.9)
cont e e e

for ÏOOOOKST * 16000K

c. Line radiation,

c.l Resonant lines.

4s-3g

From the expressions (a.4) and (a.51 we obtain for the optical depth
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4 " 3

KR = 10 and trapping coefficient A_ = 3 10
5s/3d=3p

For these lines the Lorentz width is larger, so the escape xs stronger

-2 nj n4
A., = 10 . Note that with — = 0.15 and — = 0.06, these radiative los-
41 nj ^2

ses are small compared to the 4p-4s radiation loss, even if one considers

the larger photon energy.

c.2 4p-4s radiation

This radiation is partially trapped, but the absorption is so small that

we may approximate A... - 1 • Then the radiative loss is equal to

32 3 32 4TTA

with

n g 9 3 . .-1.5 E + 3

n. = C T exPivr~] (assumption of PLTEjcf equation 2.3)

-27 -3 1.5
C + = 0.3313 10 (m eV ],

Ê = 3.644 107 s"1.g3 =

U32

36s c

= 7.0

'e9+ ~

-40
10

12;

2
n
e

E
+3

.-1.
T
e

—

5

2.

exp

588

>&
T

eV,

e

-1
[Wm sterad] (c.lOa;

c.3 Other line radiation

In order to investigate the line radiation from other lines we will

estimate the 3d/5s-4p losses. These are:

with A = 1.27 10 s ~- = .923 eV and g. = 72
43 4
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,i»0 2 -,-1.5
u.,. « 3.1 10 n T
4J e e

-3
[Win" ster ad] (cl la)

Also in view of the smaller argument of the exponent this radiative loss

is considerable smaller than the 4p-4s loss.

In table C.I we have summarized the results for the different forms

of radiation loss, where only the 4p-4s radiation loss has been inclu-

ded as "line-radiation".

TABLE C.I Approximate expressions for the various vadiative

mechanisms in the casaade ava plasma.

u„„ and üjfy are valid for 10000 K<Te 4 IB000 K

type of radiation loss approximate expression for u [Wm sterad]

radiative recombination

to the neutral ground state

(1) -38 2 --0.17
u:,_ = 2.10 n T
fb e e

uf. with reabsorption
fb

(2) ~ 3 9 2 -3-53

li = 4 10 n T+1 e e

total free bound radiation

to all excited states with

exception of the neutral

ground state

-38 2 . -0 .27
u„ = 5.91 10 n T

fb e e

free-free continuum uff = 7.8 1 0 -
3 V T

line radiation (4p-4s) T ' ]u32 7.0 10 ne 'T ' exp[—-]
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APPENDIX D

Physical Constants,

- SI units are used throughout this thesis.

- Special notations are:

22 -3
n for values of n expressed in 10 m

T for values of kT expressed in eV

- The following conversion may be used:

lev = 11605 K

lev = 1.6021892 10~19J.

- Values for the physical constants.

-19
e elementary charge 1.6021892 10 C

m electron rest mass 9.109534 10~ kg

k Boltzmann constant 1.380662 10~ J/K

h Planck constant 6.626176 10~34 j/üc

c Speed of light in

vacuum 2.99792458 10 m/s

E Q permittivity of vacuum 8.85418782 10~ F/m

f
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SUMMARY

This thesis deals with the study of the validity of the assumption of

Local Thermal Equilibrium (LTE) in the description of the parameters

of a thermal argon plasma.

Our aim is twofold.

As the studied plasma is close to, but not completely in equilibrium,

i»e first attempt to obtain a simple description of the plasma in terms

of an LTE model in which suitable corrections for the deviations of the

plasma parameters from their LTE values is introduced.

To this end the plasma parameters are studied by means of a diagnostic

method in which the assumption of LTE is not made.

The evaluation of the usefullness of this method is the second aim of

this thesis.

The considered diagnostic method is based on measurement of the source

function, i.e. the ratio of emission and absorption of suitably chosen

spectral lines in the argon neutral system.

The electron temperature, T , follows directly from the obtained value

of the source function. From the total line intensity of the measured

spectral transition the electron density, n , is obtained. Here the

assumption of Partial Local Thermal Equilibrium (PLTE) is used.

We have compared the measured relationship between n and T at atmos-

pheric pressure, with the corresponding relationship obtained from LTE

calculation of the plasma parameters and found deviations from the LTE

composition.
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A simple collisional radiative model for the argon neutral spectrum

has been developed, allowing us to study the mechanisms that are res-

ponsible for the deviations from LTE in the argon arc plasma.

The deviations are explained in terms of an overpopulation of the

neutral ground level with respect to the corresponding Saha population.

This overpopulation proves to be partly caused by radiative recombi-

nation of ions and electrons and partly by inward diffusion of neutral

atoms.

The description of the overpopulation of the ground state density in

terms of radiative recombination and diffusion, is satisfactory at high

current valuos and close to the arc axis, but does not account fully

for the overpopulation at lower values of the current and close to the

walls.

With the obtained values of the plasma parameters the total excitation

and ionization rate coefficient of the neutral ground level has been

derived and also values for the electrical and thermal conductivities.

These agree reasonably with the theoretical values.

For a mors accurate determination of the electron density a two wave-

length laser interferometer has also been used. The results of these

experiments are in agreement with the spectroscopie determination of n

from the source function, within experimental error.

Finally a pulsed experiment is described. Pulsed operation of the arc

(by pulsing the arc current) can provide additional information concerning

the mechanisms that determine the equilibrium in the plasma.

The first results of this experiment indicate that the rise of the tem-

perature, following a sudden current rise, is determined by the change

of internal energy of the plasma
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SAMENVATTING

Dit proefschrift bevat een studie over de geldigheid van de aanname

van Lokaal Thermisch Evenwicht (LTE) in de beschrijving van de para-

meters van een thermisch argon plasma.

Ons doel is tweeledig.

Aangezien het onderzochte plasma nabij evenwicht, maar niet volledig

in evenwicht is, proberen wij allereerst een eenvoudige beschrijving

van het plasma te vinden in termen van een LTE model waarin geschikte

correcties voor de afwijkingen van de plasma parameters ten opzichte

van hun LTE waarden worden ingevoerd.

Hiertoe worden de plasma parameters onderzocht met een methode waarin *

de aanname van LTE niet wordt gebruikt. | -

Het vaststellen van de bruikbaarheid van deze methode is het tweede

doel van dit proefschrift.

De beschouwde diagnostiek gaat uit van een meting van de bronfunctie,

d.i. de verhouding van emissie en absorptie van geselecteerde spec-

traallijnen uit het argon neutraal spectrum.

De elektronentemperatuur, T kan direkt bepaald worden uit de verkregen

waarde van de bronfunktie.

De elektronendichtheid n wordt verkregen uit de totale lijn-intensiteit

van de gemeten spectraalovergang, waarbij de aanname van Partieel Lokaal

Thermisch Evenwicht (PLTE) wordt gebruikt.

We hebben de gemeten relatie tussen n en T bii atmosferische druk ver- I

e e T
geleken met de overeenkomstige relatie die volgt uit LTE berekeningen l

van de plasma samenstelling en afwijkingen van de LTE samenstelling gevonden.
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Er is een eenvoudig botsings-stralingsmodel voor het argon neutraal

spectrum ontwikkeld waarmee mechanismen die verantwoordelijk zijn voor

de afwijkingen van LTE in het plasma van een argon boog bestudeerd

kunnen woeden.

De afwijkingen worden verklaard in termen van een overbezetting van

het neutraal grondniveau ten opzichte van de overeenkomstige Saha be-

zetting. Deze overbezetting blijkt gedeeltelijk te worden veroorzaakt

door stralingsrecombinatie van ionen en elektronen en gedeeltelijk door

diffusie van neutrale atomen naar binnen.

De beschrijving van de overbezetting van de grondtoestand in termen van

stralingsrecombinatie en diffusie is bevredigend voor hoge stroomsterkten

en dicht bij de as van het plasma, maar verklaart de overbezetting bij

lage stroomsterkten en dicht bij de wand niet volledig.

Met de verkregen waarden van de plasma parameters is de totale gemiddeld?

botsingsdoorsnede voor botsingsexcitatie en ionisatie vanuit de grondtoe-

stand bepaald, alsmede waarden voor de elektrische en thermische gelei-

dingsvermogens. Deze komen redelijk overeen met de theoretische waarden.

Voor een nauwkeuriger bepaling van de elektronendichtheid is tevens een

twee golflengten laser interferometer gebruikt.

De resultaten van deze experimenten komen binnen de meetonnauwkeurigheid

goed overeen met de spectroscopische bepaling van n d.m.v. de bronfunktie.

Tenslotte wordt een gepulst experiment beschreven.

Het gepulst bedrijven van de boog (door de boogstroom te pulsen) kan aan-

vullende informatie verschaffen omtrent de mechanismen die het evenwicht

in het plasma bepalen.

De eerste resultaten van dit experiment duiden aan dat de temperatuurstij-

ging na een plotselinge stroomtoename bepaald wordt door de verandering
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NAWOORD

Het onderzoek dat in dit proefschrift wordt beschreven is verricht in

de onderwerpgroep Atoom- en Plasmafysica van de afdeling der Technische

Natuurkunde van de Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven.

Naast een goed instrumentarium, is een prettige samenwerking met allen

die aan een onderzoek meewerken van belang voor het slagen ervan. Aan

beide voorwaarden is in deze groep ruimschoots voldaan.

Voor deze prettige samenwerking in de loop van de afgelopen 5 jaar, dank

ik alle leden van de groep.

Tevens wil ik hierbi} herinneren aan de gezamenlijke inspanningen met

Volkmar Helbig van de Universiteit van Kiel (BRD) tijden de voorbereiding

en uitvoering van de interferometrie. Dat ondanks alle mogelijke tegen-

slagen toch nog een goede opstelling tot stand is gekomen is zeer zeker

roede te danken aan zijn doorzettingsvermogen en onstuimige werklust.

Voor de min of meer als vanzelfsprekend beschouwde medewerking van de

groep Molecuulfysica bij het beschikbaar stellen van apparatuur en kennis

t.b.v. de automatisering van de data collectie, opslag en verwerking is

een speciaal woord van dank op zijn plaats.

De vele metingen bij dit onderzoek zijn dankzij de technische assistentie

van John Bleize en Lambert Bischops en de bijstand van Bertus Hüskens

voor wat betreft het elektronische gedeelte mogelijk geworden.

In dit verband moet ook de hulp van de studenten H. Verwey, J. Cremers,

C. de Meyer, J. Janssen, J. v.d. Steen, F. Niessen, S. Rroh en A.

Buuron vermeld worden.

Voor de altijd snelle manier van^reageren van de afdelingswerkplaats,
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wanneer er weer eens een spoedkarwei moest worden opgeknapt ben ik

erkentelijk,

Een zeer speciaal woord van dank voor het "redaktieteam" van dit

proefschrift:

Erna Baai]ens, voor de geweldige hulp op het juiste moment.

Mieke Beesems, voor het getoonde geduld en het razendsnelle typewerk.

Lambert Bisschops, voor het maken van een gedeelte van de tekeningen.

Huub Jeuken, voor de samenwerking en de adviezen bij het drukken.

Petra van Zutphen, voor het uitzetten van een gedeelte van de

grafieken en tabellen.

Behalve "blood, sweat and tears" was het ook een arvaring apart.

En "last but not least" wil ik José danken voor de steeds aanwezige glim-

lach en goede zorgen, ondanks de afgelopen tijden van "afzien".
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